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Critical realism (CR) has been proposed as an alternative to positivist and interpretivist research in 
information systems. In recent years, there have been several articles that describe methodological 
guidelines for conducting CR-based empirical studies. These guidelines have been used by numerous 
researchers as the methodological underpinnings for empirical research articles in IS, particularly for 
case studies. As a result, CR-based research has evolved as these researchers address many of the 
challenges and issues associated with this approach. In this article, we present a review and synthesis 
of methodological and recent empirical CR literature. We identify the methodological advances and 
important gaps in the empirical research and present a set of state-of-the-art recommendations for 
conducting and evaluating critical realist research studies in IS. 
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1 Introduction 
A number of publications have been written in the past 
few years espousing case study research under a 
critical realist philosophy (see Ackroyd, 2010; Easton, 
2010; Wynn & Williams, 2012; O’Mahoney & 
Vincent, 2014). These publications have essentially 
argued that case study research is a fertile methodology 
for using critical realism (CR) to explain 
organizational phenomena. They have also provided a 
number of prudent guidelines regarding the conduct of 
this research. More recently, CR has been proposed as 
a basis for generating more innovative and substantive 
theory in information systems research (Williams & 
Wynn, 2018). 
Leveraging these methodological guidelines, several 
empirical studies have been published that utilized CR-
based case study research as an underlying 
methodology (Volkoff & Strong, 2013; Williams & 
Karahanna, 2013; Bygstad, 2016). A number of these 
articles identified and even provided resolutions for 
certain challenges associated with conducting a CR-
based study in the methodological guidelines (as well 
as in the underlying philosophical literature). As such, 
the opportunities for designing and executing a 
successful research project have increased 
significantly for subsequent CR researchers.  
However, many of these challenges and their potential 
resolutions have not been captured in a single 
reference. This makes it somewhat difficult for 
researchers to ascertain the state of the art in terms of 
clarifying the process of identifying and explicating 
causal mechanisms in a CR-based case study without 
conducting an exhaustive review of the 
methodological and empirical literature. In this article, 
we will review the advances in the methodological and 
empirical literature on CR-based case studies in 
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information systems and organizational research; we 
focus primarily on the most recent studies to synthesize 
the improvements in empirical research and guidelines 
that we offer. Specifically, we focus on the following 
questions:  
1. What is the purpose of a CR-based case study?  
2. Given the typical focus on mechanisms as a 
means of explanation, how are structures and 
mechanisms defined and identified?  
3. What is the process by which CR-based case 
study research is conducted? 
2 Brief Exposition of the Critical 
Realist Philosophy 
This section describes the essential characteristics of 
critical realism as initially proposed by Bhaskar 
(Bhaskar, 1975; Bhaskar, 1979; Bhaskar & Hartwig, 
2010) and elaborated upon by several others (Collier 
1994; Danermark et al., 2002; Fleetwood & Ackroyd, 
2002; Ackroyd, 2010). Included are discussions of 
ontology, epistemology, and methodology; we also 
draw on prior work by Wynn and Williams (2012). 
Within the philosophy of science, realism assumes that 
reality is composed of entities that exist independently 
of our perceptions, even those which cannot be directly 
observed. This differs from interpretivism, which 
asserts that we construct reality from our own (fallible) 
perceptions, and from positivism, which leans heavily 
on observation and measurement as a means of 
objectively identifying and predicting the effects of 
reality. Of course, these are archetypal depictions that 
few scholars or philosophers would defend strictly; 
many hold philosophical positions that are somewhat 
in the middle of these two opposing poles.  
Critical realism is a form of postpositivist philosophy 
that asserts that reality indeed exists independent of our 
perceptions and that the underlying entities may not be 
observable or measurable directly. It also holds that 
our theories about reality are dependent on our beliefs 
and knowledge, both of which are fallible. Thus, our 
theories about reality are also fallible and subject to 
revision, which necessitates multiple measurements 
and triangulation. CR also holds that the structural 
entities that comprise reality generate and interact with 
emergent causal powers known as mechanisms, which 
have observable effects when enacted. CR has been 
adopted across the social sciences as a means of 
providing mechanism-based explanations for 
phenomena involving human societies and 
organizations. 
To be sure, CR has not been universally accepted as a 
foundational approach across the spectrum of 
philosophers or social scientists. For example, one 
recent critique calls CR “a parody of science and yet 
another grab for the totalizing explanatory systems for 
which vainglorious social science has an insatiable 
appetite” (Pawson, 2013, p. 71). In another critique, 
CR is criticized for its reliance and insistence on 
transcendental arguments, which differ from more 
mainstream philosophical metatheories such as 
scientific realism (Clarke, 2010).  Within information 
systems (IS), scholars have debated the fundamental 
premises of CR and its potential vis-à-vis the other 
widely utilized philosophical paradigms (Klein, 2004; 
Mingers, 2004; Mingers, 2004; Monod, 2004). And 
yet, CR does not portend to be a universal solution to 
social science research. Since its introduction by 
Bhaskar in 1975, CR has developed into a usable 
philosophical underpinning for social theories, 
including those found in the organizational sciences 
(such as information systems), offering a middle path 
that addresses several inherent challenges in positivism 
and interpretivism (Smith, 2006) and is particularly 
well-suited to the study of IS. The current manuscript 
is not intended to argue for the adoption of CR to the 
detriment of other perspectives or to argue that CR is 
or should be the only perspective in the field; rather, 
we have attempted to provide guidance for those 
researchers that choose to conduct or review such 
studies in information systems. 
We note that Bhaskar’s first two books (Bhaskar, 
1975; Bhaskar, 1998) include much of the ontological 
and epistemological core for critical realist philosophy, 
including the theory and practice of both science and 
social science. In later periods, Bhaskar incorporated 
Eastern philosophy, spirituality, and other ideas to 
extend the foundations of CR into movements based 
on Hegelian dialectics (Bhaskar, 1994) and metareality 
(Bhaskar, 2011). The vast majority of applied social 
science research has not followed along with this 
spiritual turn as of yet, focusing instead on his initial 
wave of ideas regarding causation and explanation in 
the sciences. As our goals with CR research are also 
concerned with these areas, we have restricted our 
application of CR accordingly.  
It is important to remember that CR is not a theory, but 
a metatheory or “a general orientation to research 
practice, providing concepts which help create more 
accurate explanations of (social) phenomena than 
those which currently exist” (O’Mahoney & Vincent, 
2014). It is essentially a framework that defines the 
types or classes of ontological concepts from which 
researchers can develop testable theories. CR is 
characterized by a strongly defined ontology, a more 
cautious epistemology (Outhwaite, 1987), and the 
capacity to explain resulting outcomes. In the balance 
of this section, we briefly review this ontology and 
epistemology with respect to their influence on the 
conduct of research. 
Ontologically, CR is based on several interrelated 
principles. The core principle is the realist notion of a 
reality that exists independently of our ability to 
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perceive it. Within CR, this reality is stratified into 
three nested domains: real, actual, and empirical. The 
real domain includes social and physical structures and 
the mechanisms that emerge from them.  For IS and 
management phenomena, these are largely 
sociotechnical systems that consist of both human 
structures (such as organizations, norms, culture, etc.) 
and technological components (such as software 
platforms, architectures, networks, projects, etc.), as 
well as the overall environment in which these 
structures exist. The actual domain consists of the 
events that occur as a result of the enactment and 
interaction of the mechanisms from the real domain. 
Finally, the empirical domain includes the subset of the 
events occurring in the actual domain that can be 
perceived and experienced. This stratification assumes 
that, when enacted, the structures and generative 
mechanisms making up objective reality have the 
tendency or capability to generate specific events as 
outcomes, only a subset of which we are able to 
experience. 
For physical systems, one can typically describe 
phenomena as the regular outcome of a confluence of 
mechanisms. For such systems, for example a watch 
mechanism or laboratory experiment, there is an 
expectation that what will result can be predicted since 
the intrinsic effects of the mechanisms are fixed and 
shielded from extrinsic effects. This closure thus leads 
to consistent, regular outcomes. But these regularities 
rarely exist in social systems like those in which the 
majority of IS and organizational phenomena are 
situated. Instead, these phenomena are subject to a vast 
array of shifting external and internal conditions such 
that consistent, predictable outcomes are seldom, if 
ever, possible. However, there are a number of events 
that are loosely constant over a limited set of 
conditions. These demi-regularities (Lawson, 1997) 
are often the starting point of CR studies. 
Epistemologically, CR follows its ontological 
assumptions in that its goal is to explain a phenomenon 
by identifying and justifying the existence and activity 
of the set of structures (technological, material, social, 
etc.), the mechanisms emerging from these structures 
based on their fundamental essence and interactions, 
and the outcomes or events as observed. In other 
words, researchers attempt to explain how and why the 
phenomenon of interest occurred in terms of the 
ontological entities that caused them. This differs from 
merely identifying causality as a constant conjunction 
of events, focusing instead on a thick explanation of 
the entities and tendencies underlying the events. 
 
1  Abduction refers to the movement from the events and 
observations of the case towards a hypothesized solution. 
Retroduction includes the abductive movement, plus 
deductive reasoning that enables the hypothesis (here, a 
newly conceptualized mechanism) to be tested. Retrodiction 
This epistemological perspective highlights a number 
of assumptions inherent to CR (Wynn & Williams, 
2012). For instance, as we cannot know reality in its 
entirety, researchers cannot know the structures or 
mechanisms in advance. Rather, we theorize about 
them based on observation or prior theories and 
endeavor to find logical reasons to justify their 
existence. Furthermore, we cannot be completely sure 
that our explanations are absolutely valid. Instead, 
there may be other potential explanations that could 
have generated the observed outcomes.  
Thus, the methodological goals of CR follow from its 
ontological and epistemological assumptions in order 
to address both the logical development of hypotheses 
regarding the composition of the real and actual 
domains and the justification of the validity of 
hypothesized explanations. At its best, CR methods 
seek to develop a philosophically acceptable 
explanation for the existence and operation of a reality 
that would have logically generated the observable 
phenomena under examination.  
In order to identify the mechanisms that comprise the 
underlying explanation for a given phenomenon, 
researchers draw upon an abductive mode of inference. 
This means that we move from the observations at 
hand to theorize about the composition of the structure 
in which they occur; then we theorize about the 
mechanisms emerging from this structure that are 
capable of generating the observations. In practice, this 
is done in two similar ways. When “relatively ignorant 
about the mechanisms in operation” (Fleetwood & 
Hesketh, 2010), researchers use retroduction. 
Retroduction allows us to identify new mechanisms 
based on the metaphorical application of prior 
knowledge or existing theories from other areas of 
study (Wynn & Williams, 2012). However, if we do 
have an idea about the mechanisms in operation, we 
use retrodiction, which is the application of known 
mechanisms (Fleetwood & Hesketh, 2010). 1  As an 
example, Williams and Karahanna (2013) identified 
several new mechanisms via retroduction, including 
“consensus-making” and “unit-aligning.” If future 
studies utilized these mechanisms to explain a different 
phenomenon, this would be described as retrodiction. 
In either case, we apply these mechanisms in new 
situations or in combination with other mechanisms to 
understand how they affect the phenomenon of 
interest. 
Regardless of the abductive method employed, we 
typically find that multiple explanations are possible. 
For instance, Lawson (1997, p. 214) refers to a story in 
resembles retroduction except that the hypothesized 
mechanism is one that is known in advance from prior 
research. For more detail on the definition and application of 
these concepts, see Bhaskar (2014) and O’Mahoney & 
Vincent (2014). 
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which two farmers are debating whether increased 
agricultural yield under the trees where birds roost is 
due to the bird droppings or the shade of the trees. In 
order to determine which of the two competing 
explanations is more valid, one must examine their 
consistency with the evidence in the case and evaluate 
whether any additional evidence exists that supports 
either proposed explanation. In the case of the farmers, 
we can look for additional evidence from places where 
shade exists without roosting birds, or vice-versa. 
Similarly, IS researchers can look for additional 
evidence that supports the existence and operation of 
the hypothesized mechanisms through alternate 
explanations. 
This leads to two basic methodological imperatives for 
CR-based research: (1) identifying the underlying 
structure and mechanisms that exist (and have relevant 
impact) in a given system; and (2) explaining how 
these elements were enacted under a given set of 
spatial, temporal, and social conditions.  
Although CR is decidedly tolerant of multiple methods 
(Mingers, 2001; Zachariadis, Scott, & Barrett, 2010), 
the majority of research has been based on qualitative 
methods. Statistical methods are well suited for 
comprehensive studies that establish distinguishing 
features and commonalities among large-scale samples 
of the population (Sayer, 1992). However, the 
prevailing thought is that such methods “do not offer 
explanations of concrete events or episodes, nor do 
they give us an understanding of the processes at work 
in society” (Manicas, 1987, p. 122). This does not 
preclude the extensive use of statistical methods in 
critical realist studies nor deem them as necessarily 
inferior (Miller & Tsang, 2011); it only suggests that 
their efficacy for developing causal explanations is 
perhaps not as high for most CR-based studies.  
On the other hand, case study research has been 
proposed as perhaps the most appropriate method for 
CR studies (Easton, 2010; Wynn & Williams, 2012; 
Tsang, 2014). As such, we focus our review on case 
study research in the CR paradigm. 
3 Review of Methodological and 
Philosophical Literature in CR 
There are a number of methodological and 
philosophical texts on CR in the literature (e.g., 
Bhaskar, 1975; Sayer, 1992; Collier, 1994; Bhaskar, 
1998; Danermarkz et al., 2002; Bhaskar & Hartwig, 
2010), including several in MIS and management (e.g., 
Ackroyd & Fleetwood, 2000; Mingers, 2000; Mingers, 
2004; Wynn & Williams, 2012; Edwards, O’Mahoney, 
& Vincent, 2014). In this section, we review this 
literature, focusing primarily on the three general 
questions around which this paper is oriented.  
 
Table 1. Purposes of Critical Realist Studies in Literature 
Citation Purpose of critical realist studies 
Tsoukas, 1989 “defining the generative mechanisms (causal powers) of [the 
phenomenon of interest]” (p. 558) 
  “postulating the existence of multiple generative mechanisms that 
are responsible for the events under study.” (p. 559) 
Easton, 2010 “A causal explanation is one that identifies entities and the 
mechanisms that connect them and combine to cause events to 
occur.” (p. 122) 
Ackroyd, 2010 “realist explanation combines theoretical elements (conjecturing 
the existence of mechanisms) and empirical evidence (specifying 
mechanisms or showing they are/are not operative).” (p. 54) 
Wynn & Williams, 2012 “to explain a given set of events by uncovering the hypothesized 
existence of mechanisms which, if they existed and were enacted, 
could have produced these events.” (p. 794) 
Tsang, 2014 “causality concerns the causal powers of objects or their relations 
rather than a relationship between discrete events which we identify 
as a cause or effect.” (p. 176) 
O’Mahoney & Vincent, 
2014 
“CR researchers tend to deploy … two intertwined activities: firstly, 
a description of empirical things and events (often in research itself) 
and secondly, an analysis that theorizes the mechanisms that 
generate these.” (p. 11) 
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3.1 What Is the Purpose of CR-Based 
Case Studies? 
The majority of the literature coincides with the 
methodological imperatives discussed earlier (see 
Table 1). In practice, most of the studies coalesce 
around the search for mechanisms, which implies that 
there is a corresponding search for structures as well. 
For instance, Tsoukas (1989) observes that realist 
studies seek to define the mechanisms in play and then 
show how the various mechanisms are responsible for 
the events being studied. Ackroyd (2010) argues that 
the resulting explanations include both the 
identification of mechanisms and the empirical 
examination of how they were enacted (or not 
enacted). Wynn and Williams (2012) combine both the 
retroductive search for mechanisms and the empirical 
corroboration of these mechanisms from the evidence 
in the case. 
3.2 How are Structures and Mechanisms 
Defined and Identified? 
The real dimension of a critical realist ontology 
consists of both structures and mechanisms. In this 
section, we review how both components have been 
discussed in the literature, beginning with structure. 
In the past, structure has been defined as the “set of 
internally related objects or practices” (Sayer, 1992, p. 
92). While this definition is indeed accurate, it does not 
allow for the clear explication of structure that is 
necessary for conducting meaningful critical realist 
research. Structure in CR is “the relational conditions 
underlying behavior” (Porpora, 2015, p. 100). Further, 
structure is identified as the “relational, material 
conditions that stand ontologically apart from both 
behavioral interaction [agency] and culture” (Porpora, 
2015). In information systems research, structure 
would typically consist of three distinct classes of 
objects: 
1. Social structure, which “consists of human 
relations in the midst of actors that connects 
them to each other and to social things” 
(Porpora, 2015). This includes both individual 
and organizational actors relevant to the 
phenomenon of interest. 
2. Material artifacts with which the actors of the 
social structure interact in the phenomenon of 
interest. For information systems, this includes 
the relevant IT artifacts (Mutch, 2013) and other 
technologies. 
3. The rules and practices that define the 
relationships and organization among actors 
and artifacts. 
The objects of CR research may be “human, social, or 
material, complex, or simple, structured or 
unstructured” (Easton, 2010). As such, they include 
things such as “physical entities, ideas and concepts, 
feelings and reasons, languages, meanings, norms, 
practices and social structures” (Mingers, 2004). As 
conceptualized, these elements of structure are 
organized into a system or contextual environment 
encompassing the phenomenon being studied. The 
composition and interactions within this system result 
in an emergent set of possible actions, which, in turn, 
constrain or enable the outcomes that may occur. In CR 
terms, this structure leads to a set of mechanisms (ways 
of acting) that are enacted or not enacted to generate 
the events and experiences being studied.  
As an example, in an extremely simplified situation 
consisting of a single individual with a pencil and a 
notepad in an otherwise empty hermetically sealed 
enclosure, only a few outcomes can logically occur. 
These do not include baking an apple pie (because 
there is no oven, apples, sugar, etc.). However, the 
individual can certainly write an article, memoirs, a 
personal note to family, or maybe even the recipe for 
an apple pie.  
Researchers must also take note of culture, which is 
interrelated but ontologically distinct from structure. In 
some senses, culture is similar to Popper’s three worlds 
(Popper, 1979), which include products of the human 
mind, such as language, art, stories, morals, taken-for-
granted beliefs, scientific theories, and other such 
socially derived aspects of society. Popper’s worlds 
would also include products of the human mind, such 
as “airplanes and airports and other feats of 
engineering” (Popper, 1979, p. 144), which we assume 
to have socially common aspects. In other words, 
culture is the shared assumptions, meanings, and 
interpretations with which we approach the world in 
which we live (derived from Patterson, 2014). Clearly, 
culture affects both the meaning attached to the entities 
in a given structure as well as the (possible and 
enacted) mechanisms available. As such, we take 
culture to be an external system that affects the 
structure in a given research setting, and is, in turn, 
affected by the events generated by the structure 
(Archer, 1996). This culture is part of the context in 
which a given phenomenon exists and it should be 
taken into account when conducting a study. Within a 
research study set in a specific organization or social 
setting, the outcome resulting from a particular 
combination of mechanisms would be impacted 
significantly by the culture (i.e., shared beliefs and 
understandings) in which it occurs. Additionally, 
Pollock and Williams (2008) have demonstrated the 
impacts of broader cultural influences beyond the 
organizational setting related to the use of enterprise 
information systems and argue for looking beyond 
organization-specific factors to more generic factors 
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operating within the broader cultural environment. 2 
Therefore, the impacts of relevant aspects of culture, 
as well as their effects on structures, should be 
accounted for within any study. 
In IS research, IT artifacts are subject to cultural 
influences. Complex systems such as enterprise 
resource planning systems are subject to the influence 
of the organizational or national setting in which they 
are implemented. However, the influence of culture is 
omitted from our research in many cases.  
Structure, culture, and agency are perhaps best 
integrated using the morphogenetic approach (Archer, 
1995), which was developed to help explain the 
complex changes in sociocultural systems. According 
to this theory, “people always act out of structural and 
cultural circumstances, which their very actions then 
proceed to modify or sustain” (Porpora, 2015). The 
processes in which structures and culture are 
reinforced are called morphostasis, while processes in 
which structures are transformed are called 
morphogenesis. However, because these structures 
existed prior to agency, they cannot be reducible to 
actions alone. In other words, agency does not depend 
fully on structure and culture, although it is certainly 
affected by it. In a later work, Archer argues that social 
science theories must incorporate structure, agency, 
and culture; however, researchers have proposed 
incomplete explanations that they call structure-lite, 
agency-lite, or culture-lite (Archer, 2013; Archer, 
2015). This perspective has been fully embraced by 
realists, and particularly critical realists, as a useful 
framework for methodological practices that explore 
the causal influence of structure, agency, and culture in 
isolation and through their interaction. 
Mechanisms have been defined and interpreted in a 
variety of ways (see Table 2 for several examples). The 
gap between the ontological and epistemological 
underpinnings of critical realism as a philosophy of 
social science and the practical methodological 
understanding required to conduct empirically 
grounded, explanatory research is clear and daunting. 
Bringing greater conceptual and practical clarity to 
what mechanisms really are and how they should be 
described has become a fundamental challenge to the 
advancement of CR-based research in IS (Bygstad, 
Munkvold, & Volkoff, 2016). Based on the originating 
works of Bhaskar (1975, 1998) and their extensions 
(e.g., Archer, 1995; Collier, 1994; Danermark et al., 
2002; Lawson, 1997; Mingers, 2006; Outhwaite, 1987; 
Sayer, 1992), mechanisms are generally defined as the 
powers and liabilities that emerge from the structure of 
the entities possessing them, which, when enacted, will 
cause the events in question. Essentially, mechanisms 
delineate and define what an entity or structure “will 
or can do in the appropriate conditions in virtue of its 
intrinsic nature” (Tsang, 2014).  
 
Table 2. Mechanism Definitions in Critical Realist Literature 
Article Definition of mechanism 
Bhaskar, 1975 “Nothing other than the ways of acting of things.” (p. 14) 
Easton & Harrison, 2004 “A deeper explanation of the ways of acting of internal 
relations, or internal contexts.” (p. 202) 
Easton, 2010 “Perhaps the simplest way of regarding mechanisms is that 
they are ways in which structured entities by means of their 
powers and liabilities act and cause particular events.” (p. 
122) 
Williams & Wynn, 2018 “Causal forces (i.e. mechanisms) that would have to exist in 
order to explain a given phenomenon.” (p. 318) 
Tsang, 2014 “To ascribe a causal power to an object is to say something 
about what it will or can do in the appropriate conditions in 
virtue of its intrinsic nature.” (p. 176) 
 
 
2 While Pollack and Williams (2008) do not adhere to critical 
realism, rather coming from the broader social studies of the 
technology field, they frame their analyses and 
recommendations relative to a variety of research 
perspectives. Thus, the importance of exploring culture more 
comprehensively is relevant regardless of the approach. We 
appreciate the comments of an anonymous reviewer in 
bringing this enhancement to our attention. 
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Hedstrom and Ylikoski (2010) offer four aspects of 
mechanisms that are shared across the multitude of 
proposed definitions: (1) mechanisms are identified by 
the effects produced; (2) mechanisms are inherently 
causal and relate to entities of a causal process that 
produce these effects; (3) a mechanism “makes visible 
how the participating entities [in the structure] and 
their properties, activities, and relations produce the 
effect of interest” (p. 51); and (4) mechanisms exist 
and are related in hierarchical levels. Mechanisms, in 
essence, are what “make things happen in the material 
world” (Bygstad et al., 2016). A key point is that 
explanations based on mechanisms “detail the cogs 
and wheels of the causal process through which the 
outcome to be explained was brought about,” 
(Hedstrom and Ylikoski, 2010). 
Efforts to enhance the focus on capabilities and 
tendencies associated with the IT artifact in critical 
realist theorizing have revisited the concept of 
affordances. Within the IT context, affordances are 
defined “as the potential for behaviors associated with 
achieving an immediate concrete outcome and arising 
from the relation between an object (e.g., an IT artifact) 
and a goal-oriented actor or actors,” (Volkoff and 
Strong 2013).  Affordances are a subset of mechanisms 
and bring into focus the causal influences emerging as 
individuals engage with specific capabilities of 
information systems to achieve some purpose (Bygstad 
et al., 2016).  
3.3 What Is the Process by Which CR-
Based Case Study Research Is 
Conducted? 
The conduct of CR-based research, in general, is based 
on retroduction/retrodiction, as discussed in Section 2. 
Typically, this research can be distilled into two 
phases. First, a researcher describes the phenomenon 
in terms of the entities that interact to cause the events 
to occur, and uses either retroduction or retrodiction to 
theorize the existence of alternative sets of 
mechanisms (i.e., powers or tendencies), each of which 
hypothetically could have generated these events. 
Researchers should identify the hypothetical outcomes 
of each alternative. In the second phase, these 
hypothesized outcomes are compared with the 
observed outcomes in order to eliminate the various 
alternatives. The set of mechanisms that best matches 
the observed outcomes is deemed the best explanation. 
Consistent with this, several authors have proposed 
general frameworks to address the methodological 
process to be followed for CR-based research. Bhaskar 
(1975, 1998) proposed a process (RRREI) to include 
the following: 
1. Resolution of a phenomenon into component 
parts. 
2. Redescription of components in terms of a 
theoretical orientation. 
3. Retrodiction to posit the causal mechanisms 
that would explain the phenomenon. 
4. Elimination of alternatives. 
5. Identification of the best explanation. 
This RRREI process exists when the mechanisms are 
known (hence retrodiction) in a given situation. 
Alternatively, Bhaskar proposed a process (DREI), in 
which the mechanisms are not known in advance. This 
process includes the following stages: 
1. Description of law-like behavior 
2. Retroduction to provide possible explanations. 
3. Elimination of alternative explanations. 
4. Empirical Identification of the causal 
mechanisms at work.  
Similar models have been proposed by Danermark 
(2002) and include description, analytic resolution, 
abduction, redescription, retroduction, comparison, 
and concretization. 
Within IS, Wynn and Williams (2012) have proposed 
a methodological framework specifically for case 
study research. Their framework revolves around five 
principles derived from the ontological and 
epistemological assumptions of critical realism. 
1. Explication of events to identify and abstract 
the events being studied as distinguished from 
empirical experiences. 
2. Explication of structure and context to identify 
components of the social and physical 
structure, the contextual environment, and the 
relationship between them.  
3. Retroduction to identify and elaborate upon the 
powers/tendencies of structure that may have 
interacted to generate the explicated events. 
4. Empirical collaboration to ensure that the 
proposed mechanisms have causal power and 
that they have better explanatory power than 
alternatives. 
5. Using triangulation and multimethods to 
employ multiple approaches to support causal 
analysis based on a variety of data types and 
sources, analytical methods, investigators, and 
theories. 
Finally, Bygstad et al. (2016) propose an affordances-
based framework that they developed to offer a more 
pragmatic approach to CR-based data analysis. The 
framework includes the following 6-steps: 
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1. Description of events and issues. 
2. Identification of key entities. 
3. Theoretical redescription (abduction). 
4. Retroduction: identification of candidate 
affordances. 
5. Analysis of the set of affordances and 
associated mechanisms. 
6. Assessment of explanatory power. 
In general, these frameworks are consistent with each 
other in that they begin by identifying and defining the 
events that comprise the phenomenon, redefining the 
events in terms of a particular theoretical orientation, 
using retroduction/retrodiction to identify one or more 
candidate mechanisms (or affordances), and 
comparing the empirical outcomes with the proposed 
mechanisms to identify the best explanation for the 
phenomenon. As such, we suggest that while the 
choice of framework is left to the researcher, there is a 
consistent but iterative sequence that one should 
follow in order to achieve the desired results of a CR 
study. 
4 Review of Empirical CR-Based 
Case Study Research in IS 
To understand the current state of CR case study 
research, we reviewed a set of empirical studies 
explicitly claiming the CR mantle. The sample of 
empirical research was drawn from articles published 
since 2012 that address an information system or IS- 
related phenomenon, are case studies, adopt and apply 
the ontological and epistemological precepts of CR in 
some meaningful way, and pursue the explanation of 
empirical events based on causal mechanisms. Our 
review covered as many articles as could be identified 
that met our screening criteria, as we believe the best 
way to identify “state of the art” is to understand how 
CR is being utilized in published IS research across a 
broad spectrum of journals. Many of the papers were 
part of the MIS Quarterly CR special issue (Mingers, 
Mutch, & Willcocks, 2013). We excluded articles that 
adopt the ontology of CR as a philosophical foundation 
but that do not apply CR epistemologically (e.g., 
Gregory, Beck, & Keil, 2013; Gregory & Keil, 2014) 
as well as “comparative” articles that present research 
based on an alternative paradigm and then compare or 
locate the findings relative to CR without applying its 
tenets (e.g., Allen et al., 2013; Simeonova, 2017). A 
summary of these studies is presented in Appendix A. 
4.1 What Is the Purpose of a CR-Based 
Case Study? 
CR-based case studies seek to capitalize on the 
intensive nature of case study methodologies to 
identify and validate the causes of a given 
phenomenon, where causation in this context is 
expressed in terms of the CR philosophy. Each of the 
empirical studies sought to explain explicitly why 
some phenomenon occurred. These focal phenomena 
represent a variety of IT/IS-related events or impacts 
and widely differing context levels, ranging from the 
team/project (Williams & Karahanna, 2013) to the 
nation-state (e.g., Njihia & Merali, 2013). In almost 
every study, the research questions or purpose focused 
on explaining “how” and “why” a focal phenomenon 
occurred; half of the studies explicitly sought  the 
causal mechanisms (or affordances) as the basis of 
their explanation (Iannacci & Hatzaras, 2012; 
Henfridsson & Bygstad, 2013; Volkoff & Strong, 
2013; Aaltonen & Tempini, 2014; Standing et al., 
2017). 
The phenomena of interest that researchers attempt to 
explain in these studies are very diverse and cover a 
broad spectrum of topics that are prominent in the IS 
literature. We identified three general categories of 
these studies: impacts of the IT artifact, IT/IS project 
outcomes, and IT-associated organizational change. 
The first category focuses on explaining how IT 
components interact with other structures, including 
social structures, within a specific contextual 
environment to generate the mechanisms that produced 
various empirical events. For example, Henfridsson 
and Bygstad (2013) identified three mechanisms that 
explain digital infrastructure evolution leading to 
positive organizational outcomes. Viewing cellular 
network data as a form of structure, Aaltonen and 
Tempini (2014) explicated three mechanisms 
emerging from this structure that explain how a 
telecommunications company was able to create a new 
audience product. And, Chandwani et al. (2018) 
described three mechanisms (rich connectivity, 
tutoring, and molding) emerging from complex, 
distributed social and technical structures to explain 
telemedicine outcomes in rural India.  
The second category includes studies exploring causal 
explanations for a variety of outcomes associated with 
different kinds of IT/IS projects and initiatives. 
Williams and Karahanna (2013) identified two causal 
mechanisms that explain IT governance outcomes 
associated with coordinating processes. Daniel, Ward, 
and Franken (2014) expressed dynamic capabilities as 
causal mechanisms and identified four dynamic 
capabilities that individually and interactively explain 
IS project portfolio management outcomes. Exploring 
a national program for universal broadband, Dobson et 
al. (2013) identified four mechanisms that combine an 
agent’s reflexivity mode and ability to visualize to 
explain broadband adoption decisions. Njihia and 
Merali (2013) sought to explain the broader context of 
ICT projects implemented in developing countries and 
identified five mechanisms shaping the trajectory of 
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ICT provisioning in Kenya over a 40-year period. And, 
Anderson and Robey (2017) identified a specific 
affordance associated with three pervasive work 
practices that impact the coordination and delivery of 
health services and patient care.  
This last category also included two studies focused on 
explaining how the implementation of IS brings about 
organizational change. For example, Volkoff and 
Strong (2013) describe affordances as a particular type 
of causal mechanism and identify sets of affordances 
that explain a variety of organizational outcomes 
associated with introducing different types of 
enterprise-level systems into organizations. Strong and 
Volkoff (2010) used the concept of latent structures 
emerging from an enterprise system to explain the 
observed system-organizational “misfits” associated 
with the implementation and use of the enterprise 
system.  
In several instances, the authors recognized that the 
purpose/focus of their studies had evolved over time. 
Henfridsson and Bygstad (2013) initially sought to 
examine service innovation in a fast-growth firm but, 
as the study progressed, shifted to understanding the 
underlying mechanisms driving the evolution of firm’s 
infrastructure. Dobson et al. (2013) evolved from 
seeking to explain macrolevel, ubiquitous broadband 
adoption “to dig deeper to understand more clearly the 
mechanisms through which individuals made their 
subjective choices [to adopt broadband or not]” (p. 
972, emphasis in original). Whether presented as the 
original purpose or the refined objective, authors of the 
empirical CR case-studies endeavored to pursue deep 
causal explanations for complex, IS phenomena. 
4.2 How are Structures and Mechanisms 
Defined and Identified? 
The definitions of structure in the empirical research 
are as diverse as those provided for mechanisms (see 
Appendix B for a summary of the meaning and use of 
structure in the empirical CR literature). The 
definitions show three basic themes. First, several 
authors give general, theoretical definitions at varying 
degrees of specificity. A number of studies are 
explicitly linked to Bhaskar and to locating structures 
within the domain of the real (e.g., Strong & Volkoff, 
2010; Bygstad et al., 2016; Uppström & Lönn, 2017). 
The general definitions, typified by Chandwani et al. 
(2018), recognize structures as groupings of 
component objects including physical, technical, and 
social entities. This also includes studies that based 
definitions on Archer’s (1995) morphogenesis (e.g., 
Aaltonen & Tempini, 2014; Alwadain, Korthaus, & 
Rosemann, 2016; Standing et al., 2017). The second 
theme includes definitions of structure specific to the 
context or focal phenomenon in the research. This 
included relevant structures such as digital 
infrastructures (Henfridsson & Bygstad, 2013; 
Bygstad, 2016), structures of coordination (Williams 
& Karahanna, 2013), and the ostensive aspects of 
organizational routines (Iannacci & Hatzaras, 2012). 
The last theme involves studies that offer no theoretical 
definitions of structures; rather the authors of these 
studies identified key elements of structure within their 
specific contexts (e.g., Daniel et al., 2014; Anderson & 
Robey, 2017; Tempini, 2015). 
In CR, structures are the source of mechanisms, in the 
sense that the properties associated with structural 
entities, as well as the properties that arise from the 
interaction of various structural entities, are what 
produce these causal forces. To understand a 
mechanism, one must explicate the structure from 
which it emerges. The empirical CR research 
demonstrates a wide variation in terms of the depth to 
which relevant elements of structure and their 
interactions are presented.  This includes two basic 
approaches. For the first approach, authors provide a 
robust explanation of the structure-mechanism 
relationship by identifying specific elements of 
structure, how they interact, and how this gives rise to 
the causal mechanisms in the study context (e.g., 
Williams & Karahanna, 2013; Aaltonen & Tempini, 
2014; Bygstad et al., 2016; Anderson & Robey, 2017; 
Tempini, 2015; Mirani, 2013). The second approach 
involves either the use of Archer’s (1995) 
morphogenesis or the context-mechanism-outcome 
(C-M-O) model (Pawson & Tilley, 1997) to explore 
structures as a component of context (e.g., Bygstad, 
2016; Dobson et al., 2013; Nijihia & Merali, 2013; 
Standing et al., 2017; Iannacci, 2014; Mirani, 2013). 
The diversity of definitions for mechanisms is fully 
represented in the recent empirical case study research. 
In these studies, mechanisms are defined as causal 
structures; causes of events emerging from structures, 
entities or processes; and capacities, or possibilities of 
what may happen. These definitions are then 
operationalized through descriptions of specific 
mechanisms, which are offered as causal explanations 
for focal events as processes (Henfridsson & Bygstad, 
2013; Bygstad, 2016), potential for behaviors (Volkoff 
& Strong, 2013; Bygstad et al., 2016), tendencies for 
action (Williams & Karahanna, 2013), specific types 
of actions (Aaltonen & Tempini, 2014; Dobson, 
Jackson, & Gengatharen, 2013), organizational 
abilities (Daniel et al. 2014), and elements of structure 
(Strong & Volkoff 2010).  
Mechanism-based theorizing also includes the search 
for affordances, which are described as a particular 
type or subset of mechanisms that are defined as “the 
potential for behaviors associated with achieving an 
immediate concrete outcome and arising from the 
relation between an object (e.g., an IT artifact) and a 
goal-oriented actor or actors” (Volkoff & Strong 2013, 
p. 823). Examples of affordances in the empirical 
literature include the potential for behaviors coming 
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from the interaction of IS and actors, such as  
recording/inputting/charting data, standardizing 
processes and data, monitoring operations, exercising 
real-time control, generating reports, decision-making, 
sharing work/handoff, developing concepts, 
prototyping, integrating new services (Volkoff & 
Strong, 2013;  Bygstad et al., 2016; Burton-Jones & 
Volkoff 2017; Anderson & Robey 2017). Focusing on 
affordances provides two potential benefits to IS 
research that are based on critical realism. First, 
identifying and explicating affordances offers the 
ability to link specific IS/IT and their inherent 
capabilities and limitations directly to actors and the 
ways in which systems are used in context to achieve 
specific outcomes (Bygstad et al., 2016). This provides 
the potential to open the black box in order to describe 
the nature of the causal forces driving system-related 
outcomes. Second, and as will be discussed below, the 
nature of affordances as more narrowly defined, lower-
level mechanisms offer the potential for more tangible 
methodological guidance (Bygstad et al., 2016). 
The identification and description of causal 
mechanisms are driven by some form of retroduction. 
With retroduction, researchers seek out what must be 
(causal mechanisms) in order to explain what has been 
experienced (events). The empirical research 
demonstrates two approaches to retroducing 
mechanisms as the basis for causal explanation. In 
several studies, the authors formulated causal 
explanations directly from the case data through the 
detailed description of focal events, elements of 
structure and the interactions of components of 
structure, and contextual influences and agency (e.g., 
Aaltonen & Tempini, 2014; Williams & Karahanna, 
2013; Alwadain et al., 2016; Chandwani, De, & 
Dwivedi, 2018). The identification of “new” 
mechanisms through the application of abductive 
reasoning is identified as retroduction. A number of the 
authors did not address the process of retroduction at 
all, choosing instead to identify mechanisms after a 
more general presentation of the empirical analysis.  
The second approach to causal explanation through 
mechanisms employed the application of previously 
identified mechanisms to a reexamination of 
previously published cases or to a new case study 
context. This approach to abductive reasoning is 
identified as retrodiction. Retrodiction is key to 
establishing a body of knowledge around mechanistic 
explanations and the opportunity to generalize these 
theories.  The potential of retrodiction is exemplified 
in terms of the how the identification of specific 
mechanisms (e.g., innovation, adoption, and scaling) 
and a number of lower-level affordances underlying 
each of these mechanisms were used to explain various 
outcomes associated with the impacts of IT artifacts 
across several case contexts (Henfridsson & Bygstad 
2013; Bygstad et al., 2016; Bygstad, 2016). Burton-
Jones and Volkoff (2017) offer a variation of this 
approach; they identify the effective use of an 
electronic health record (EHR) system as a focal causal 
mechanism and use analysis to then identify its nine 
component affordances. 
4.3 What Is the Process by which CR-
Based Case Study Research Is 
Conducted? 
As discussed previously, CR case study research in 
information systems has been guided 
methodologically by the stage models proposed by 
Bhaskar (1986, 1998), Danermark et al. (2002) and 
Mingers (2006), and more recently by the 
methodological principles described by Wynn and 
Williams (2012). Researchers have employed a myriad 
of specific methods toward a two-phase process of,  
first, explicating events and structures and retroducing 
potential causal mechanisms, and, second, empirically 
corroborating and demonstrating the explanatory 
power of the most efficacious mechanisms. As 
demonstrated in the empirical case research, the 
approaches taken vary dramatically based on the 
research questions and the nature of the phenomena 
under examination. Some form of stratified coding 
(based on the ideas of grounded theory or other coding 
approaches) is most commonly employed to analyze 
case data. These coding processes are used to identify 
key events or abstract them from empirical episodes 
(e.g., Aaltonen & Tempini 2014; Henfridsson & 
Bygstad, 2013; Strong & Volkoff, 2010; Williams & 
Karahanna, 2013), identify relevant structural 
elements and their inherent properties (Henfridsson & 
Bygstad, 2013; Williams & Karahanna, 2013; Iannacci 
& Hatzaras, 2012), define contextual factors 
possessing causal relevance (Henfridsson & Bygstad, 
2013; Williams & Karahanna, 2013; Coombs, 2015), 
and identify potential mechanisms and affordances 
(Bygstad, 2016; Dobson et al., 2013; Chandwani et al., 
2018; Standing et al., 2017). Specific event analyses 
such as antecedent-event-consequent (Williams & 
Karahanna, 2013) and observation logging (Aaltonen 
& Tempini, 2014) were also used to confirm focal 
events and to expose elements of structure and context.  
Generating insights into the methods employed to 
identify mechanisms through retroduction and then 
corroborating their explanatory power continues to be 
a challenge. Aaltonen and Tempini (2014), Dobson et 
al. (2013) and Williams and Karahanna (2013) provide 
the most thorough discussions of the role of 
retroduction in the research process and explain how 
retroduction actually worked in each of their case 
studies. A useful approach to retroduction involves 
analyses based on Pawson and Tilley’s (1997) context-
mechanism-outcome scheme (Bygstad, 2016; Dobson 
et al., 2013) through which the events, structures and 
context descriptions are iteratively explored to identify 
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the causal forces generating the observed outcomes. 
Another approach is to apply the macro-micro-macro 
typology of mechanisms (Coleman, 1994; Hedström & 
Swedberg 1998) to classify mechanisms and 
demonstrate their operation and interplay. This 
typology locates mechanisms at the appropriate level 
and demonstrates the linkages through which 
mechanisms emerge from structure and agency at one 
level and activate or interact with mechanisms at other 
levels; these mechanisms impact structures and agency 
at these different levels through their operation 
(macro/collective to individual, individual to 
individual/action, and individuals to collective).   The 
empirical research indicates this is the most common 
approach that researchers use to demonstrate the causal 
power of their proposed mechanisms as well as the 
logic and processes through which proposed 
mechanisms actually generate outcomes across 
different levels of analysis (Henfridsson & Bygstad, 
2013; Volkoff & Strong, 2013; Williams & 
Karahanna, 2013). Aaltonen and Tempini (2014) and 
Tempini (2015) describe an interesting approach to 
retroduction based on an analytical narrative and 
regular analytical memos. These tools were used to 
link observations (previously coded key events) to the 
evolving representations of the causal mechanisms 
involved.   
In terms of offering practical recommendations, 
Bygstad et al. (2016) outline specific steps in a 
framework for critical realist data analysis to guide 
retroduction focused on identifying affordances. Given 
the nature of affordances as a specialized type of 
mechanism identifying a potential for behaviors that 
are derived from the relationship between technology 
and actors, recommendations on how to identify 
immediate concrete outcomes, expose the interactions 
of actors and technology, and identify stimulating and 
releasing conditions may prove to be quite valuable to 
researchers.  
What is clear from all of the reviewed articles is that 
the process of retroduction is highly creative and 
dependent on both the researchers and the study 
context. While researchers have not yet identified a 
standard formula for conducting retroductive analyses, 
we are beginning to develop some general guidance 
based on the empirical literature to inform the process. 
5 State-of-the-Art Practices for 
Empirical Studies 
The interest in critical realism as the basis for empirical 
exploration of IS/IT phenomena is continuing to grow, 
and a number of excellent examples of rigorous and 
insightful research have been published. While the 
increased interest and growing number of publications 
are encouraging, the total body of empirical case study 
CR research published in IS academic journals is 
relatively limited. Based on our review, we have 
identified several elements from the methodological 
and empirical research that researchers are encouraged 
to adopt for CR-based case studies. These 
recommendations are summarized in Table 3 and 
described in more detail below. We have identified 
these recommendations from two perspectives. First, 
several articles from the empirical research provide 
excellent examples that fully embrace the ontological 
foundations of CR and offer robust methodological 
demonstrations of developing mechanism-based 
explanations of IS phenomena. These provide a guide 
for doing this type of research well. Second, we 
recognize that, as researchers adopt CR, this research 
will provide learning opportunities that can enhance 
our understanding of CR’s fundamental precepts and 
clarify what can be done to enhance the execution and 
presentation of CR research. Based on our review, we 
have identified some gaps in current research and can 
suggest some steps to improve research outcomes. 
Ultimately, our recommendations are anchored to what 
is different about critical realism.  We are reminded of 
the description of critical realism as ontologically bold 
and epistemologically cautious (Outhwaite, 1987), and 
suggest that researchers should conduct CR-based 
research in as clear a manner as possible regarding this 
ontology of a stratified reality composed of 
mechanisms and structures, events and experiences.  
6 Purpose of CR-based Case 
Studies 
The stated purpose of CR-research, in general, is rarely 
predictive but is to explain the causality behind a given 
phenomenon. In order to explain something, a realist 
theorizes about the entities that must actually exist in 
order for a phenomenon to occur. To do this, a critical 
realist theorizes about the description and interactions 
among the ontological elements of reality that existed 
and were causally efficacious. In other words, we 
attempt to identify the causes behind why something 
happened in terms of the structure and mechanisms 
that enabled the actions to occur. Case studies are often 
used in deference to their ability to allow us to conduct 
an intensive study of a given set of events in order to 
answer “how” or “why” they occurred (Yin, 2003). As 
stated in one prominent article, “case studies are 
centrally concerned with the empirical validation of 
the mechanisms or processes contained in them, and 
the progressive clarification of their nature” (Ackroyd, 
2010, p. 60). Case studies have been used as the 
primary methodology for CR-based studies in IS as 
well. As pointed out earlier, most of the empirical 
studies included in this review sought to answer “how” 
or “why” questions addressing a broad range of timely 
and highly relevant IS phenomena, resulting in 
mechanistic explanations. As such, there are few 
changes to suggest for future researchers.  
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Table 3. Methodological Recommendations 
Methodological 
recommendation 
Description Exemplars                   
(methodological references in italics) 
Purpose of CR-based case studies 
Focus on explanation, 
not prediction 
Research questions should answer “how” or “why” a 
given event occurred, not how future events will occur. 
Wynn & Williams (2012); Gregor 
(2006) 
Develop a detailed 
narrative of the cases 
Clearly describe the context, experiences, and observable 
outcomes for the phenomena of interest as a basis for 
theoretical abstraction. 
Aaltonen and Tempini (2014); 
Dobson et al. (2013); Iannacci & 
Hatzaras (2012); Williams and 
Karahanna (2013); Uppstrom & Lönn 
(2017) 
Defining and identifying structures and mechanisms 
Expose elements of 
structure  
Robust identification and explanation of causally relevant 
entities of structure and their inherent properties within 
the specific setting. This includes describing the 
relationships and interactions of structural elements, and 
aggregation/ decomposition of the structures to 
appropriate levels.  
Aaltonen & Tempini (2014); Burton-
Jones & Volkoff (2017); Volkoff & 




Define the origin, temporal nature, and relevant levels for 
each mechanism identified, as well as the interactions 
between them. 
Henfridsson & Bygstad (2013); 
Volkoff & Strong (2013); Williams & 
Karahanna (2013) 
Expose the role of the 
IT artifact directly 
Explicitly account for the influence of the IT artifact on 
mechanisms and the overall event outcomes. This 
includes identification of affordances emerging from 
actors interacting with the IT artifact. 
Altonen & Tempini (2014); Burton-
Jones & Volkoff (2017); Henfridsson 
& Bygstad (2013); Iannacci (2014); 
Volkoff & Strong (2013) 
Identify activating 
conditions 
Detail those conditions that initiate the operation of the 
mechanism in the specific context. 
Aaltonen and Tempini (2014); 
Bygstad et al. (2016); Volkoff & 
Strong (2013) 
CR-based CSR process 
Employ emerging 
methodologies 
Emerging methodologies such as QCA and process 
tracing may offer benefits for explicating causation based 
on mechanisms. 
Henfridsson & Bygstad (2013); Ragin 
(2008); Ragin (2014); El Sawy et al. 





Incorporate prior research into CR, by adapting existing 
CR mechanisms (retrodiction) or extending other extant 
theories to develop more robust explanations. 
Strong & Volkoff (2010); Volkoff & 
Strong (2013); Strong et al. (2014); 
Henfridsson & Bygstad (2013); 
Bystad et al. (2016); Bygstad (2016); 
Burton-Jones & Volkoff (2017) 
Demonstrate 
transparency  
Detail the conduct of research, application of analytical 
methods, application of retroductive reasoning, and 
empirical corroboration of findings. 
Altonen & Tempini (2014); 
Henfridsson & Bygstad (2013) 
 
Also, the focus of a CR-based case study must remain 
on the phenomenon of interest within a specific 
context. Researchers should not only theorize about the 
ontological nature of the entities themselves, but also 
the causal influence of the environment surrounding 
them. In other words, they need to clearly and 
explicitly identify and expose any relevant contextual 
elements and influences that have a material or causal 
impact on the phenomenon being studied. IS 
phenomena are subject to demi-regularities (Lawson, 
1997). It is reasonable to expect similarities across 
research settings in terms of the social and 
technological structures that exist and, by extension, in 
terms of the potential for certain mechanisms to also 
exist and have the potential to be activated. To the 
extent to which agency is manifested and mechanisms 
are activated or not, the events that are produced and, 
ultimately, the experiences that are observed will be 
different because of the different influences of a new 
environment (cultural, political, economic, etc.). 
Researchers should be sure to allow for the possibility 
that these contextual and structural conditions may 
change over time, in contrast to assuming that these 
conditions are fixed as in a closed experiment. 
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A robust, thick description of the cases under study is 
the starting point for identifying the ontological 
entities in a CR study and the foundation for clearly 
demonstrating causal efficacy. Clearly, this is common 
to most case studies and qualitative research in general 
(Maxwell, 2012; Yin, 2015; Gummesson, 2017). 
However, it is especially important for CR research in 
that the description should include not only a narrative 
of the observable facts of the case (i.e., experiences) as 
they change over time, but also enough detail to allow 
for a reasonable description of how the ontological 
elements (e.g., structure, mechanisms, etc.) were 
abstracted. It is likely that space restrictions would 
necessitate the inclusion of a condensed version of this 
narrative in the resulting manuscript. A number of the 
empirical studies provide examples of highly effective 
case descriptions (e.g., Volkoff & Strong, 2013; 
Williams & Karahanna, 2013; Aaltonen & Tempini, 
2014; Dobson et al., 2013; Uppstrom & Lönn 2017; 
Iannacci & Hatzaras, 2012) 
7 Defining and Presenting 
Structures and Mechanisms  
The philosophical literature provides little practical 
guidance regarding the operational definition of a 
mechanism for empirical purposes. In many senses, the 
literature has not progressed very far from the earliest 
ambiguous definition from Bhaskar (1975) that 
“generative mechanisms are, it is argued, nothing other 
than the ways of acting of things” (p. 14). In fact, the 
definition of a mechanism varies significantly from 
field to field.  
Currently, the presentation of mechanisms in IS 
research remains inconsistent for several reasons. First, 
given the lack of clarity in terms of a generally 
accepted definition, no standardized format for 
presenting mechanisms has emerged for researchers to 
follow. Second, because the practice of identifying the 
mechanisms is creative in nature, the results tend to be 
more free-form. And third, several types of 
mechanisms have been proposed, including situational 
(macro-micro), action-formation (micro-micro), and 
transformational (micro-macro) mechanisms, dealing 
with levels of causation (Hedström and Swedberg 
1998, DeLanda 2006) and a variety affordances that 
capture the interaction of social and technical entities 
(Bygstad et al., 2016; Volkoff & Strong, 2013).  
A statement of theory in the form of a CR-based 
mechanism requires a number of elements to 
effectively capture the essence of a causal force 
capable of generating the events of our research 
interest. These elements include (1) exposing aspects 
of structure and context, (2) demonstrating the full 
causal logic, (3) adequately incorporating the IT 
artifact, and (4) identifying the activating conditions. 
Given the well-recognized difficulties in definitively 
establishing the meaning and identification of 
mechanisms (see Bygstad et al., 2016), researchers are 
obligated to take a number of steps to present 
mechanism-based causal explanations in a rigorous 
and compelling manner that accounts for these 
elements. We view the elements described below as an 
ideal for explicating mechanisms but recognize that 
researchers may not be able to manifest each element 
fully in every research endeavor.  
The first element concerns exposing the relevant 
elements of structure and context. Mechanisms are 
rarely if ever observed and typically reveal themselves 
only through their effects. These causal forces emerge 
from the structural components and their interactions 
within a specific context. The full range of structural 
entities are the building blocks of critical realist theory. 
Yet, the majority of empirical CR case studies have not 
fully leveraged the importance of relevant structures. 
While things are often identified and described, the 
linkages between these things (and the relationships 
among them) and the events that are generated by the 
mechanisms emerging from them are often not clearly 
delineated. Through their focus on affordances, 
Volkoff and Strong (2013) capture the fundamental 
challenge nicely:  
The key structures involved in IT-associated 
organizational change [organizations and 
IT artifacts], are assemblages of nested 
structures with emergent causal properties. 
Because the interplay between various 
structures and between structures and 
actions lead to the emergence of new 
structures and new properties, our focus is 
on the relationships between the various 
components and how they evolve over time, 
not on any single structure. Thus, we must 
not only uncover the core generative 
mechanisms associated with the structures 
of interest, but must also understand how 
they interact to produce the observed 
events. (pp. 820-821) 
Researchers should be clear and precise in terms of 
explicitly identifying causally relevant entities of 
structure, the inherent properties arising from these 
elements of structure, and their interactions. This 
requires providing details about the elements of 
structure (e.g., the IT artifact, actors, collective social 
structures, decision processes, etc.) and clarifying how 
they interact to create something new that is not 
reducible to its constituent parts. Given the complex, 
emergent nature of organizational, social, and 
technical structures, these elements may need to be 
aggregated or decomposed into components to capture 
their associated properties or to demonstrate how they 
are derived from their interactions. As an example, 
Aaltonen and Tempini (2014) expose the properties of 
the core structure (a massive data store of call data 
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records captured within a large cellular network) 
interacting with other structure elements (data analysis 
and reporting tools, actors), giving rise to audience-
making mechanisms. In another example, Williams 
and Karahanna (2013) present an in-depth analysis of 
the structural elements and primary contextual 
influences that, respectively, compose and impact 
specific coordinating initiatives in IT governance; they 
show how these elements interact over time to 
influence process outcomes. Finally, Anderson and 
Robey (2017) clearly identify aspects of the electronic 
medical records system, actors’ roles and abilities, and 
characteristics of medical facilities that impact the 
actualization of specific affordances.   
Structures operate within a unique, spatial-temporal 
environment. Their inherent properties and 
interactions are subject to the influences of these 
environments. Acknowledging the CR focus on 
explanation, and the inability to predict in open 
systems, our research should attend to aspects of the 
contextual environment within each setting. Context 
matters and theoretical explications of the research 
context across relevant dimensions allow for more 
efficacious mechanistic explanations and to extend 
theories of causal mechanisms to new settings. A good 
example of accounting for differences in context come 
from research on understanding mechanisms that 
impact digital infrastructure evolution (Henfridsson & 
Bygstad, 2013; Bygstad 2016). These authors 
demonstrate that the same mechanisms used to explain 
outcomes exist and are activated in two very different 
contexts—successful infrastructure evolutions in a 
Scandinavian air carrier and a group of public sector 
projects in healthcare organizations.  
The second element involves demonstrating the full 
causal logic of mechanisms operating to produce the 
events of interest. Given the epistemological 
limitations of directly accessing (mechanisms in) the 
real, this starts by describing mechanisms in terms of 
what they do or have the potential to do. This requires 
that the nature of the force acting is explicitly 
identified. The causal force of the mechanism will 
impact the setting in which it operates so that a crucial 
aspect of theoretically explicating the causal logic of a 
mechanism is to present the effects produced by the 
mechanism in operation. This causal influence may be 
captured in at least three ways. One, the mechanism 
emerges from the interaction of structural elements. 
The description of a mechanism should demonstrate 
how these elements interact to manifest this causal 
force. Two, the mechanism description should provide 
some consideration of time. The force of a causal 
mechanism and the effects it generates are not 
instantaneous, especially since social and 
technological artifacts manifest and sustain themselves 
longitudinally (Archer, 1995). Thus, to the extent 
relevant for the focal phenomenon, the role of time in 
terms of understanding the causal force of the 
mechanism should be addressed. Three, the causal 
impact of the mechanism should account for the levels 
involved. A robust description presents the logic of its 
causal impact operating in isolation or in combination 
with other mechanisms acting across different levels in 
the organizational setting. 
Further, in explaining complex, sociotechnical 
phenomena, it is reasonable to expect that a number of 
mechanisms will be involved in generating the events 
of interest, “because these mechanisms arise from 
various layers and the relations among components 
and layers, understanding the network of interactive 
parts is essential” (Bygstad et al., 2016, p. 2). No one 
method stands out to effectively demonstrate the depth 
of causal logic through which a mechanism is 
generated and acts. The macro-micro-macro 
mechanism typology (described previously) will 
continue to be widely utilized to explicate the causal 
logic and efficacy of retroduced mechanisms, 
particularly since  empirical research has demonstrated 
the effectiveness of this approach (e.g., Henfridsson & 
Bygstad, 2013; Volkolf & Strong, 2013; Williams & 
Karahanna, 2013; Chandwani et al., 2018). Another 
approach that has been widely adopted is analyzing the 
impact of mechanisms over time based on Archer’s 
(1995) morphogenetic approach.  This approach 
analyzes structure and agency interactively to expose 
causal influences generating organizational outcomes 
and provides a means to account for the relationships 
between structure and agency over time and at the 
various levels appropriate to the target of study. This 
approach is used effectively in a number of the case 
studies reviewed here (e.g., Dobson et al., 2013; 
Standing et al., 2017; Mihailescu, Mihailescu, & 
Carlson, 2013; Iannacci, 2014). 
The third element highlights the opportunity to directly 
expose the role of the IT artifact. The extent to which 
the IT artifact is incorporated into statements of theory 
in the form of causal mechanisms is dependent on the 
research question and the nature of the focal 
phenomenon. At times, the IT artifact is appropriately 
“black boxed” in the sense that the context of the type 
of system or more general system use is sufficient for 
the study purposes (e.g., Williams and Karahanna’s 
[2013] study of coordinating related to IT governance 
and enterprise system adoption) and a more detailed 
analysis of the inherent nature of a specific information 
system (e.g., Iannacci, 2014) is not necessary. To the 
extent that the IT artifact represents a substantive, 
causally relevant structural component, the mechanism 
description should explicitly account for the material 
influence of the artifact by directly generating the 
causal mechanism—either independently or in 
combination with other structural elements. One 
approach discussed above comes from the 
identification of affordances (Anderson & Robey, 
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2017; Burton-Jones & Volkoff, 2017; Bygstad et al., 
2016; Bygstad, 2016; Volkoff & Strong 2013) as a 
form of mechanism. However, it is also appropriate to 
identify more general causal mechanisms emerging 
from the IT artifact, including its interactions with 
other elements of the structure and context (e.g., 
Aaltonen & Tempini, 2014; Henfridsson & Bygstad, 
2013). The challenge and opportunity confronting 
researchers is to more directly address the nature of the 
causal influence of the IT artifact in a deep way by 
expressing the full causal logic of the mechanisms. 
Finally, the fourth element of describing causal 
mechanisms is accounting for the activating conditions 
that initiate the manifestation of the causal power of 
the mechanisms within the study context. This is 
analogous to the stimulating and releasing conditions 
associated with affordances (see Bygstad et al., 2016; 
Volkoff & Strong, 2013). In essence, something within 
the context (other mechanisms or affordances, some 
environmental factor, some prescribed activity within 
a process, etc.) is needed to initiate the operation of the 
mechanism. These conditions should be identified and 
incorporated into the explication of the operation and 
causal impact of the mechanism. For example, 
Aaltonen and Tempini (2014) provide a detailed 
explanation of the activating conditions associated 
with the three causal mechanisms that emerge from the 
structure of cellular network call data records to 
explain audience-making. 
8 CR-Based Case Study Research 
Process 
One look at the conference proceedings over the last 
few years will confirm that the interest in CR is 
growing and being used by a large number of scholars 
to address a wide range of IS topics. To a certain 
extent, CR has been long on promises in terms of 
advancing research in IS and short on demonstrating 
compelling causal explanations of complex IS 
phenomena.  We have identified a number of articles 
that have begun to fulfill the potential of this approach 
to conducting IS research. To reach the unique and 
significant outcomes that are possible through CR 
case-study research, a focus on certain process-
oriented recommendations is appropriate. 
One way to advance our research is through the 
exploration of emerging methodologies and analytical 
methods for CR-based studies. For instance, 
qualitative comparative analysis (QCA) and process 
tracing have been proposed as potential methods for 
teasing out the explanatory effects of mechanisms in 
social research. QCA seeks to integrate case and 
variable-oriented methods to develop explanatory 
models (Ragin, 2008; Marx, Rihoux, & Ragin, 2014; 
Ragin, 2014). Henfridsson and Bygstad (2013) 
combined a detailed case study with a QCA analysis of 
41 cases to articulate the configurations of mechanisms 
impacting infrastructure evolution outcomes. Process 
tracing specifically seeks to establish whether the 
explanations offered for a particular case fit the 
evidence collected (Bennett & George, 1997; Collier, 
2011). Its adherents claim that it is very useful in 
developing and assessing theories based on causal 
mechanisms (Bennett and Checkel 2014). To our 
knowledge, the process-tracing approach has not yet 
been used in CR-based case study research in the 
information systems field. Recently, QCA and process 
tracing have been combined as a new methodology 
called set-theoretic multimethod research (Schneider 
& Rohlfing, 2013; Rohlfing & Schneider, 2018), 
which may prove useful for causal analysis. The point 
is not that current methods are inadequate, but that 
these new methods may ultimately provide a way to 
improve our explanations. 
In order to develop a cumulative body of knowledge, 
researchers should make an effort to leverage prior 
theories used in IS, including theories that were not 
originally developed using CR. As discussed above, 
the empirical research offers only a few good examples 
of researchers advancing a stream of research using 
retrodiction (e.g., work on digital infrastructures by 
Henfridsson & Bygstad 2013; Bygstad et al. 2016; 
Bygstad, 2016. Also, the work on enterprise system-
based organizational change by Strong & Volkoff, 
2010; Volkoff and Strong, 2013). Leveraging existing 
IS theories and those adapted to IS from other fields 
also provides an opportunity to enhance causal 
explanations, create a common frame of reference to 
promote acceptance of mechanism-based theories, and 
advance theorizing in IS. In one example, Burton-
Jones and Volkoff (2017) extended the understanding 
of effective IS use through the explication of key 
affordances emerging in healthcare applications. 
Williams and Karahanna (2013) leveraged traditional 
concepts on coordination to explicate causal 
mechanisms driving outcomes observed in these types 
of structures. Also, Standing et al. (2017) extended 
concepts of organizing visions by identifying a 
portfolio of discourse mechanisms impacting 
organizational responses to these visions.    
Finally, given journal guidelines and editorial 
expectations, researchers should offer as much 
transparency as possible in presenting how the 
research was conducted. Specifically, researchers 
should detail the application of analytical methods to 
identify ontological entities of structures, context, 
agency, and events, the application of retroductive 
reasoning, and the empirical corroboration of findings. 
While such recommendations would be useful for  
other types of research as well, they are particularly 
relevant for CR-based case study research, given the 
demands of making statements of causality for highly 
complex and contingent events through identifying and 
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explicating causal mechanisms. Until greater 
consensus develops regarding the appropriate 
analytical methods and forms of research presentation 
applicable to CR-based research, research 
transparency will be essential. We offer two examples 
illustrating the importance of this transparency: While 
not overly detailed, Aaltonen and Tempini’s (2014) 
discussion of their approach to retroduction (pp. 100-
101) paints a very clear picture of how the observation 
log, analytical memos, and analytical narrative were 
used to develop ideas about how the causal forces at 
play that led to “carving out three mechanisms 
operating at the research site.” The second example 
comes from Henfridsson and Bygstad (2013) who 
provide a roadmap for data analysis supported by 
detailed explanations of what was done and examples 
of the specific tools and visualizations used.  The result 
is a clear, logical presentation of the mechanisms that 
explain the observed events.  
9 Conclusions 
Although it is still in its empirical infancy, critical 
realist-based case study research is definitely finding 
an increasing audience among researchers discontent 
with much of the dominant positivist script in IS 
research. We recognize the potential of CR to expand 
theoretical horizons in the field by exploring important 
and relevant phenomenon in fundamentally new ways 
(Williams & Wynn, 2018) and believe that many 
researchers have already found ways to demonstrate 
this effectively. However, there is still a long way to 
go before a critical mass of CR-based case study 
research is realized across the field.  
Does the study of information systems represent 
something unique in terms of CR-based study 
research? We would argue a qualified “yes.” The 
fundamental concepts of critical realism do not change 
just because the context of study is information 
systems. However, the heart of this context, the IT 
artifact, creates differences in comparison to other 
social science disciplines that may lack such complex, 
multifaceted, influential structures. These IT artifacts 
are ubiquitous in terms of use in and impacts on 
organizations and their users. The IT artifact 
incorporates both business and technical logic that 
impact how, when, and why the systems are used, as 
well as the outcomes experienced. In applying CR to 
information systems studies, researchers are 
challenged to explore interactions of structures across 
multiple levels including information technologies, 
software systems, business processes, users, and the 
myriad of other social structures and cultural 
influences within an organizational setting. These 
structural elements, their interactions, and the nature of 
the events we seek to explain via mechanisms are 
somewhat unique in the social sciences. Thus, IS 
researchers have an opportunity to address aspects of 
CR differently than researchers in other fields. By 
refining and extending the methodological guidance 
for conducting CR-based case study research in IS, 
articles such as this one can contribute to fully 
leveraging these differences. 
This article attempts to refine and extend the 
methodological guidance for conducting CR-based 
case study research in IS in hopes of fully leveraging 
these differences toward the development of more 
innovative and useful IS theories. To do so, we 
identified three areas in which we believe researchers 
have experienced and resolved challenges in the 
conduct of case study research under the critical realist 
paradigm. Within these three areas, we synthesized the 
extant methodological and empirical literature to 
develop a set of state-of-the-art practices that serve to 
clarify and complement existing methodological 
articles (Wynn & Williams, 2012; Bygstad et al., 
2016). Of course, as more scholars incorporate critical 
realism into their methodological toolkits, state-of-the-
art practices will become more advanced and will 
continue to emerge in the literature. We believe that the 
application of the practices outlined in this paper will 
support and improve the ability to conduct and 
evaluate CR-based research while building a 
foundation for the accumulation of scientific 
knowledge within the IS community. 
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Appendix A: Empirical CR Research Summary 
 
Table A1: Empirical CR Research Summary 
Citation RQs/purpose of 
study 
Study design How mechanisms were 
defined 
Analytical methods to expose 
mechanisms 








Multimethod design: in-depth, 
longitudinal case study over 4 
years of Scandinavian airline (N 
= 1) to identify key mechanisms 
of digital infrastructure followed 
by case survey research (N = 41) 
(configurational analysis) to 
analyze causal paths through 
which mechanisms combined to 
produce successful digital 
infrastructure evolution. 
 Case data collected through 
semistructured interviews, 
participant observation, and 
document analysis. 
As per Bhaskar (1975, 
1979), generative 
mechanisms defined as 
“causal structures that 
generate observable 
events.” (p. 911) 
4-step process: open coding to identify 
events; identify objects and categorized 
as macro-micro, sociotechnical, or 
micro-macro mechanisms; retroduction; 
analyze mechanisms to establish 
contextual conditions and outcomes. 
Utilized backward and forward chaining 
(Pettigrew, 1985) to assess the 
explanatory power of six potential causal 
mechanisms. 
 Applied configurational analysis to 
identify “configurations of mechanisms” 
that generated positive “positive 
outcomes.” 
Three clearly defined and 
explicated causal mechanisms 
derived from retroductive analysis 
and empirically corroborated:  
(1) Innovation: A self-reinforcing 
process by which new products and 
services are created, as 
infrastructure malleability spawns 
recombination of resources. 
(2) Adoption: A self-reinforcing 
process by which more users adopt 
the infrastructure as more resources 
invested increase the usefulness of 
the infrastructure. 
(3) Scaling: A self-reinforcing 
process by which an infrastructure 
expands its reach as it attracts new 
partners by offering incentives for 
collaboration. 
 
Identified two configurations of 
causal mechanisms and relevant 
contextual conditions that lead to 
successful digital infrastructure 
evolution: 
(1) Adoption-innovation-scaling:  
“The innovation and adoption 
mechanisms fed on each other, 
which created fertile ground for the 
scaling mechanism as 
combinatorial possibilities 
(innovation) increased and the 
provision of more users (adoption) 
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leveraged the scope of the 
infrastructure.” (p. 923) 
 2) Adoption-scaling: "as long as 
the adoption and scaling 
mechanisms were actualized, the 
powers of the innovation 
mechanism did not have to be 





realism's concept of 
generative 
mechanisms and 
propose that the 
concept of 
affordances … helps 
us specify 
mechanisms and so 
enables us to build 
better theories of the 
effects of introducing 
new systems into 
organizations.” (p. 
819) 
Reanalysis of 2 published cases 
to illustrate how affordances can 




definitions with 4 core 
characteristics of 
mechanisms: “(1) a 
mechanism is identified 
by the kind of effect or 
phenomenon it 
produces, (2) a 
mechanism is an 
irreducibly causal 
notion, (3) a mechanism 
has a structure, so 
mechanism-based 
explanation entails 
showing how the 
entities that comprise 
the structure, together 
with their properties, 
activities, and relations, 
produce the effect of 
interest, and (4) 
mechanisms form a 
hierarchy.” (p. 821) 
 
Identify affordances as a 
particular type of 
mechanism defined as 
“the potential for 
behaviors associated 
with achieving an 
immediate concrete 
outcome and arising 
from the relation 
Identify underlying generic affordances 
via retroduction (ARCO case) and 
coding of previously identified 
affordances (Autoworks case). Then 
examine how actualized in the specific 
cases and how different affordances 
interacted. 
Identified a set of affordances for 
each case starting with basic 
affordances and then including 
other affordances that build upon 
these.  
Described relationships between 
affordances as “strands” to show 
how affordances interrelate and 
interact and lead to specific 
outcomes. Described the time 
horizons in which affordances 
operate. 
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between an object (e.g., 
an IT artifact) and a 
goal-oriented actor or 




Shed light on the 
coordinating process 
by identifying causal 
mechanisms that play 









comparative case study of two 
coordinating efforts within a 
single organization. 
“causes of events of 
interest … that emerge 
from, and are 
irreducible to, the 
structures that exist 
where these events 
occur.” (based on Wynn 
& Williams, 2012) 
Adopted principles from Wynn and 
Williams (2012). Stratified coding 
involving template and inductive coding. 
Event analysis focused on indications of 
structural change. 
Two-fold structural analysis: 
identification of social structure and 
contextual influences through stratified 
coding; changes in coordinating 
structure associated with critical events 
based on “antecedent-event-consequent” 
analysis 
 
Retroduction to identify mechanisms: 
“Throughout data collection and 
analysis, we combined elements of the 
hierarchical coding, repeated readings of 
interview transcripts in detail and 
holistically, conversations with case 
participants, and elements of existing 
coordination literature into many 
different ‘thought trials’ in an effort to 
capture emergent influences emanating 
from the interaction of the social 
structures of the coordinating efforts and 
the context that could help to explain the 
critical events. Having theorized the 
mechanism, we would then utilize case 
data to confirm its presence, adequacy, 
and depth (Runde 1998) in explaining 
the particular event. We then analyzed 
other events based on the proposed 
mechanism.” (p. 947) 
Each mechanism (2) was defined 
and then described based on the 
causal logic associated with its 
operation related to explaining a 
specific event for each case. Then 
the coordinating process was 
explicated based on a “macro-
micro-macro” analysis of both 
mechanisms operating to explain 
identified events for both cases. 
 Mechanism 1: “Consensus-making 
mechanism … is the tendency of 
participants to engage in the 
creation of common meanings and 
shared understanding for what the 
coordinating effort is to 
accomplish, how the purpose is to 
be accomplished, and the language 
used to accomplish these. … It 
emerges as participants within this 
context endeavor to understand and 
establish common ground so as to 
enable actions through the 
operating mode (e.g., plan, method, 
defined outputs) that transcend 
differences between federated 
units, and fulfill the objectives of 
the coordinating effort.” (p. 952) 
 Mechanism 2: “The unit-aligning 
mechanism refers to the tendency 
of autonomous units to engage in, 
or to resist, processes that bring 
unit and enterprise objectives and 
resource allocations into alignment. 
The unit-aligning mechanism 
represents a causal influence that, 
depending on the context in which 
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it is activated, would promote 
either a process mentality or a silo 
mentality that would respectively 
drive the organization to either 
actively engage in or actively resist 
processes that align the federated 
and/or functional unit objectives 
with enterprise-level, 





What mechanisms all 
the company to 
manufacture an 
advertising audience 
from the mobile 
network data? 
Intensive case study (N = 1) of 
telecommunications operator 
seeking to create “audience 
products” for advertisers. Data 
collected over a three-month 
period of fieldwork. Data 
collection included observations 
(logged continuously), 
semistructured and tailored 
interviews, capturing secondary 
data (press releases, blog posts, 
internal documents, IM logs, 
photographs), and weekly 
summaries. 
Based on Wynn and 
Williams (2012): “a 
mechanism can be 
understood as a 
capacity, that is to say, a 
possibility or tendency 
of what is likely to 
happen under certain 
circumstances … causal 
powers and must be 
activated for certain 
events to happen.” (p. 
99) 
Coded observations to identify 
“episodes” (“uninterrupted sequence of 
interactions that revolve around a 
common topic,” p. 100). Observer 
generated weekly analytical memos to 
identify problems and insights from that 
week. Created analytical narrative as a 
form of retroductive reasoning that 
“imaginatively fills the gaps between 
observed events with a causal account” 
(p. 100). Identified audience-making 
events and explored “connections with 
measurement data” (p. 101). 
Triangulated empirical evidence to 
ensure “identification of important 
events and their features.” (p. 101) 
Explicated three nested 
mechanisms that define and 
maintain a new audience product 
generated from CDR data pool:  
(1) Semantic closure mechanism:  
A stable way to interpret the 
continuously changing data 
(metric) for a specific purpose, 
which is embedded and stabilized 
in technology.  
(2) Pattern-finding mechanism: 
Trying out and choosing between 
different ways to look at the data 
enables eliciting informative 
patterns. 
 (3) Framing mechanism: The 
production of more information 
(metrics and patterns) by 
connecting the data to other data 
sources with respect to a broader 
context (brought to bear on daily 
operations). 
Three mechanisms are classified as 
types of the more generic 
information actualization 
mechanism which are “ways to 
exploit the new space of 
possibilities that exists by virtue of 
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pooling vast amounts of digital 





(1) What are the 
constituent dynamic 
capabilities that 
contribute to IS PPM 
and how do firms 
develop these? (2) 
How do firms adapt 
the dynamic 
capabilities 
constituting IS PPM 
to match turbulent 
recessionary 
conditions? 
Intensive, longitudinal case 
study (N = 5) of international 
firms of various sizes and 
industries headquartered in the 
UK utilizing IS project portfolio 
management. 
 Data collection from 
semistructured interviews (30), 
focused on three distinct time 
periods: prior to the introduction 
of or changes to IS PPM, 
immediately after changes, and 
planned adaptations over the 




defined as: “the firm’s 
processes or routines 
that integrate, 
reconfigure, gain and 
release resources and 
related [ordinary] 
capabilities in order to 
create and match 
market, economic and 
environmental change.” 
(p. 97) 
Two-step coding process to identify 
DCs: identify processes or routines that 
match definition and that appeared 
distinct; labeled identified DCs then 
reduced the number by combining 
similar/related codes. 
Four DCs then evaluated based on 
planned changes. 
Analyses identified four DCs: 
(1) Business objectives drive 
projects: The ability to use the 
organization’s strategic objectives 
as explicit drivers of project 
investments, rather than select 
investments by post hoc alignment 
back to the objectives. 
(2) Multiple and dynamic 
prioritization criteria: The ability to 
use multiple criteria in the 
appraisal and prioritization of 
investments and vary those criteria 
over time as business conditions 
change 
(3) Dynamic balancing of risk and 
reward: The ability to identify and 
balance reward and risk at both 
project and portfolio levels and 
adjust the project selection criteria 
to maintain a level of portfolio risk 
that reflects economic conditions 
(4) Cancel or reconfigure in-flight 
projects: The ability to stop, 
postpone, or reconfigure projects, 
including “in-flight” projects, as 
their actual or relative value to the 
organization changes and to 
reallocate the resources to other 
projects 
DC1 seen as an enabler of other 
three DCs; the overall effectiveness 
of IS PPM requires development 






Five-year longitudinal case 
study (N = 1) of an airline 
A generative 
mechanism is a causal 
Step-wise framework of “critical realist 
data analysis” focused on explicating 
Specific affordances were 
identified (developing concepts, 
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& Volkoff 
(2016) 
guidance on how to 
employ [the CR] 
perspective in 
empirical case study 
research to identify 
mechanisms and 
reflect the role of IT 
and demonstrate the 
proposed framework 
through a case study.  
Case RQ: Identify the 
mechanisms that led 
to the growth of a 
large information 
infrastructure and the 
success of the 
company. 
company to explain a successful 
innovation (e.g., “new 
combination of known products, 
processes, markets or 
organizations that is 
commercially successful,” p. 6) 
structure that explains 
an empirical outcome. 
Affordances are “the 
potential for behaviours 
associated with 
achieving an immediate 
concrete outcome and 
arising from the relation 
between an object (e.g., 
an IT artifact) and a 
goal-oriented actor or 
actors” (p. 5, Volkoff & 
Strong, 2013; Strong et 
al., 2014). Affordances 
are a subset of the 
mechanisms involved in 
phenomena such as 
innovation or 
organizational change. 
affordances (six steps): description of 
events and issues; identification of key 
entities; theoretical redescription 
(abduction); retroduction: identification 
of candidate affordances (identify 
concrete outcomes, analysis of interplay 
between human and technical entities, 
identification of candidate affordances, 
identification of stimulating and 
releasing conditions); analysis of the set 
of affordances and associated 
mechanisms; assessment of explanatory 
power. 
prototyping, developing a service; 
searching, booking and registering; 
linking a new business partner, 
integrating new services) and were 
abstracted into more general 
mechanisms (innovation, adoption, 
scaling), which explain a very 
successful IS-based innovation. 
Bygstad 
(2016) 
How is generativity 
different in 
heavyweight and 
lightweight IT, and 




Longitudinal, comparative case 
study (N = 4) of public sector 
projects in healthcare, with 
private vendor technologies, 
utilizing heavy- and lightweight 
IT. 
Citing Bhaskar (1975, 
1997), generative 
mechanisms are “causal 
structures that generate 
observable events. The 
outcome of a 
mechanism is 
contingent, that is, it 
may vary depending on 
context.” (p. 12) 
Applied the context-mechanism-
outcome (CMO) analysis “to identify 
configurations of mechanisms and 
relevant context-variation to explain a 
particular outcome” (p. 6). Context was 
organizational and technical setting with 
heavyweight or lightweight IT. 
Mechanisms were three basic generative 
mechanisms of infrastructure growth: 
innovation, adoption, and scaling (from 
Henfridsson & Bygstad, 2013).  
Compared and contrasted how these 
mechanisms operated for heavyweight 
and lightweight IT. Outcome was result 
of process described as degree of success 
for stakeholders. (p. 6) 
Retrodictive presentation: Applied 
previously defined mechanisms 
associated with infrastructure 
growth to specific cases. Described 
how each mechanism (innovation, 
adoption, scaling) was manifest in 
a case and how these mechanisms 





Seek to define 
broadband adoption 
issues for a rural 
region of Australia. 
Longitudinal case study of a 
single not-for-profit 
organization focused on 
environmental stewardship in a 
region of Australia with data 
Based on Astbury and 
Leeuw (2010, p. 368), 
mechanisms are 
“underlying entities, 
processes, or structures 
Followed Danermark et al. (2002) staged 
model to guide methodological 
development with “Archer’s 
morphogenetic approach providing basic 
social theory” (p. 968). Interview data 
“The reflexivity mode, along with 
the capacity for agents to visualize 
iteratively, practically, or 
projectively, describing the 
mechanism by which agents 
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drawn from semistructured 
interviews of key informants. 
Entry into case organization 
followed six months of 
structured and unstructured 
interviews and other secondary 
research into the efforts to 
promote nationwide high-speed 
Internet access across Australia. 
which operate in 
particular contexts to 
generate outcomes of 
interest” (p. 976) and 
are commonly 
characterized as hidden, 
sensitive to variations in 
context, and generating 
outcomes.  
coded based on Pawson & Tilley’s C-M-
O approach for realist evaluation.  
C-M-O analysis performed at regulatory, 
organizational (case org) and community 
levels. Utilized detailed description, soft 
systems methods, dialogue mapping and 
mind maps “to initially scope the project 
and to arrive at an understanding of the 
important components of the 
phenomenon under study.” (p. 969)   
interact with relevant cultural and 
sociocultural structures in 
morphogenetic or morphostatic 
sequences as they adopt broadband 
or not. This aggregate model is 
proposed as a generalizable 
mechanism for explaining, for 
example, the (surprising) 
observation that often people with 
the means, capacity, and purpose 
do not adopt broadband—the 
mechanism in this case being 
proposed as a communicative 
reflexivity bound together by an 
inability to envision practical or 
projective broadband 
opportunities.” (p. 975) 
 
Utilized Archer’s concepts of 
reflexivity along with Emirbrayer 
and Mische’s capacities for 
visualization to propose a 
mechanism of “communicative 
reflexivity bound together by an 
inability to envision practical or 
projective broadband 
opportunities” as the explanation 
for the lack of acceptance of NBN 





the evolution of 
public sector ICT 
policy in ICT4D is 




Intensive, exploratory case study 
involving semistructured 
interviews and analysis of 
secondary data. 
Causal powers emerging 
from “things in social 
reality” producing 
outcomes in context. (p. 
883) 
“Two levels of analysis were done with 
corresponding outputs: a descriptive 
level for data summarization, collation, 
and organization that resulted in factual 
case study descriptions and a 
chronological account of events, and an 
analytical level for theoretical reflection 
and interpretations to develop analytical 
histories of emergence.” (p. 888) 
Analytical narratives generated through 
a four-step process: define chronology 
for periods of stability and change and 
Analyses used to identify and 
define 4 mechanisms (pp. 897-
898):  
(1) The global institutional and 
ideological framework in which 
ICT4D is undertaken comprises a 
diffuse web of global normative 
pressure influencing bureaucrats.  
(2) Kenyan leaders … gave ICTs 
low priority in parliament in 
comparison to popular decisions 
like free primary education. The 
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identify first-order emergent properties 
for structure, culture, and people; 
identify contradictions and 
complementarities  from FEPs; describe 
and analyze agential actions based on 
interactions of structure and culture to 
obtain second-order emergent properties; 
analyze new configuration of emergent 
structures from SEPs. 
importance of wealth was seen … 
when increased availability of local 
funding for ICT-related activities 
in government and civil society 
fostered greater ICT innovation; 
(3) New technologies can be an 
important source of sociosystemic 
tensions, creating opportunities for 
transformative change in ICT4D 
contexts. … MA reveals the 
dynamics of IS/IT-related change 
as arising from tensions created in 
the existing social system in 
material and ideational terms, 
reflected in agent interactions and 
repositioning to a new balance of 
power. 
(4) Elite strategic behaviors are an 
important factor in understanding 
ICT change in developing 
countries … the role of CSOs and 
NGOs in policy making is integral 
to the narrative for the entire 
period, contributing to social and 
sociocultural interactions between 







Longitudinal, intensive case 
study (N = 1) of a SAP 
implementation at a global 
manufacturing corporation 
based in the US, that employed 
grounded theory procedures. 
Collected data from 
semistructured interviews (72), 
informal conversations, and 
observations collected in field 
notes. 
Entities, by themselves 
or in combination with 
other entities, cause 
events to occur through 
generative mechanisms. 
Grounded theory-based stratified coding 
(open, axial and selective) as 
recommended by Strauss and Corbin 
(1998) used to identify six categories of 
misfits and two misfit types 
(deficiencies, impositions). Coded 
observable events, i.e., misfits. Extended 
conceptualization of ES artifact to 
include latent structures—i.e., structures 
that are integral to the ES but are not 
designed and scripted. Latent structures 
(roles, control structures, and 
organizational culture) emerge from the 
Research did not explicitly set out 
to identify mechanisms through 
retroductive reasoning. Rather, “in 
taking a critical realist perspective, 
we consider the four types of 
structures we identified [surface, 
deep, physical, and latent] as the 
mechanisms that, while real and 
independent of the organizations 
that employ them, do not determine 
outcomes. These mechanisms have 
the potential to generate various 
outcomes (but not others) as they 
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design of deep, surface and physical 
structures. 
interact with other entities (e.g., 









evolution process and 
explain observed EA 
evolution outcomes 
at the level of 
architectural 
descriptions. 
Retrospective case study of 
public sector agency in UAE 
with unit of analysis of EA 
evolution due to service-oriented 
architecture (SOA), introduction 
and embedded UoAs of EA 
before SOA, and SOA 
introduction and outcomes of 
SOA integration in EA. 
Collected data from interviews 
of eight senior executives and 16 
key documents. 
Generative mechanisms 
(causal powers) present 
a source of explanatory 
power that influences 
the world around them. 
Apply morphogenetic theory to 
understand EA evolution triggered by 
SOA introduction. Morphogenetic cycle 
identified through stability-change-
stability approach. Contextualized 
previously developed theoretical model 
and conducted thematic analysis 
procedure to deductively apply model. 
Identified three conditional 
generative mechanisms related to 
architectural conditioning (T1): EA 
framework, EA objectives, and EA 
maturity; and six action-formation 
generative mechanisms related to 
architecture interaction (T2-T3): 
View of SOA, SOA perceived 
benefits, SOA scope, SOA 
governance, SOA design, and 
business-IT collaboration. The 
conditional mechanisms create 
enabling context for EA evolution. 
The action-formation mechanisms 
shape the way the SOA is 
introduced. Interplay of both types 





To study the role of 
IT in the coordination 
and delivery of health 
services (work 
practices) with a 
specific focus on 
direct patient care in 
hospital care units 
(actualizations of IT 
in use). 
Qualitative case study of a 
single large urban hospital based 
on 51 semistructured interviews, 
as well as observation and 
document analysis. 
Focus on affordances (a 
particular type of 
mechanism). Defined by 
Strong et al. (2014, p. 
12) as “the potential for 
behaviors associated 
with achieving an 
immediate concrete 
outcome and arising 
from the relation 
between an artifact and 
a goal-oriented actor or 
actors.” 
Applied stratified, iterative coding per 
Miles and Huberman (1994). Focused on 
developing a model of affordances 
relative to social context of study. 
Focused on identifying one specific 
affordance for each of three 
pervasive work practices including 
charting, handoff, and medication 
pass, including documenting care, 
coordinating care, and validating 
medications, respectively. 
Proposed concept of affordance 
potency to explain the influence of 
IT’s material properties on work 
practices. Identified technology 
features, user abilities, and social 








use (but not what 
causes it) by 
discovering what 
effective 
Case study of community care 
division of Canadian regional 
health authority planned 
enhancements to EHR system, 
conducted over six years but not 
considered longitudinal, given 
Explicitly identified 
effective use of the EHR 
system as the 
mechanism through 
which actors could 
attain relevant goals. EU 
Iterative coding based on grounded 
theory method (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) 
supported by analytical memos. 
Identified nine salient affordances 
associated with three primary 
organizational goals and immediate 
concrete outcomes: inputting data, 
accessing data, simple clinical 
decision making, team decision 
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actualization of 
affordances is in a 
given context. 
goal of study. Data collected 
included 25 focus groups, 68 
interviews, 16 episodes of 
shadowing, document reviews 
and other qualitative sources. 
mechanism composed 
of context-specific 
affordances (defined as 
per Volkoff & Strong 
2013). 
making, coordinating, complex 
clinical decision making, 
monitoring, reporting, and 
managerial decision-making. 
Present model of affordance 
actualization along dimensions of 
accuracy, consistency, and 
reflection-in-action. Present model 
(middle range theory) of effective 











Qualitative case study of 
telemedicine program in India 
involving central teaching 
hospital and three distant 
telecentres. Data collected 
included video recordings of 62 
teleconsultations, 43 in-depth 
interviews, observations, and a 
variety of secondary sources. 




Sayer (1992) and Smith 
(2006), mechanisms are 
“causal structures that 
generate observable 
events” … [that are] 
inherent to physical or 
social structures, [and] 
are causal powers that 
enable or limit the 
expression of a 
phenomenon in the 
empirical realm. 
Adopted principles of CR CSR proposed 
by Wynn and Williams (2012) focused 
on describing context, identifying 
mechanisms, and explicating the 
interactions between mechanisms and 
context (Ackroyd, 2010). Involved 
interpretive theory building to analyze 
qualitative data, inductive hierarchical 
coding (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Miles & 
Huberman 1994; Pettigrew, 1990). 
(1) Identified three mechanisms 
emerging from structural elements 
and contextual factors interacting 
between the micro- and 
macrolevels to generate observed 
telemedicine outcomes. 
(2) Rich connectivity: 
Technological, design and 
implementation aspects of 
telemedicine include node site 
selection, physical and spatial 
arrangements, choice of 
connectivity technology, flow of 
bilateral managerial, technical and 
clinical information. 
(3) Tutoring: Entails training of 
healthcare providers in the use of 
telemedicine technology processes 
and refers to the microaspect of 
knowledge and skill enhancement 
of local doctors by simulation of 
learning through bedside case 
discussion. 
(4) Molding: Molding of patient 
from naive patient to an expert 
patient by developing self-
management of disease, attaining 
proficiency with technology, and 
building and accessing a social 
support group. 
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Coombs 
(2015) 





transformation in an 
IS/IT project context? 









from an IS/IT 
project? 
Single, in-depth, retrospective 
exploratory case study of a 
financial management system 
(FMS) based on a post hoc 
reinterpretation of business 
documents and 13 
semistructured interviews of key 
informants. 
Based on Mingers et al. 
(2013), mechanisms … 
generate or cause that 





organizational change as 
casual mechanisms. 
Utilized data reduction, data display, and 
conclusion drawing/verification (per 
Miles & Huberman, 1994) focused 
around iterative data coding to identify 
IS/IT enablers, facilitators, inhibitors, 
business changes, business benefits, and 
investment objectives. Framed overall 
logic of analysis as retroductive, but 
explicit retroductive logic demonstrating 
emergence of mechanisms from 
structural elements and their interactions 
not provided. 
Identified three facilitators 
(payments and invoices matched to 
orders, mapping and redesign of 
processes, training in FMS) and 
four inhibitors (inconsistent dept. 
adoption of FMS, staff not 
engaging in new ways of working, 
poorly designed reports, FMS slow 
response times) that influenced 








are interpreted by 
organizations and 
identify mechanisms 
that underlie the 
structure of an 
organizing vision in 
B2B e-marketplace. 
Explanatory, multiple (7) case 
study of e-marketplace 
participants in Australia based 
on six stages of CR research per 
Danermark et al. (2002). 
Utilized semistructured 
interviews of high-level 
managers supported by 
secondary documents. 
Causal mechanisms are 
the emergent properties 
of structures and agents 
interacting with each 
other to produce 
nonpredictable but 
explicable, changes over 
time (per Archer, 1995). 
Utilized stratified coding of interview 
data to identify structures, agents, 
mechanisms, and outcomes. 
Morphogenetic/morphostasis (Archer, 
1995) used to identify change/ 
reproduction in organizational structures 
through interrelationships between 
agents, social and cultural structures in 
B2B and e-marketplace structures. 
“Contextual case data … was analysed 
to support or reject the relevance of 
themes and identify the structures and 
mechanisms involved in causing events” 
(p. 199). No mention of how 
retroductive logic was applied. 
Identified 12 instances of 
“discourse mechanisms” associated 
with specific discourse outcomes 
with explicit reference to coercion, 
legitimation, open communication, 
and training mechanisms. Also 
identified organizing visions as 
explanatory theory (i.e., 
mechanisms) for observed events. 
Tempini 
(2015) 
(1) How are the data 
structures developed 
to carry reliable 
information out of 
the patient life 
context and to the 
researchers in a way 
Exploratory, intensive 
observational case study (26 
weeks) of a for-profit company 
developing a social network to 
connect healthcare patients, 
while collecting data to support 
medical research. Utilized 
No explicit definition of 
mechanisms provided. 
Identified focus on 
developing explanations 
of observed events (i.e., 
mechanisms) through 
retroductive reasoning 
Utilized coding of electronic log created 
during and after observations, developed 
narrations and interpretations of 
observations, and composed analytical 
narrative as a key aspect of retroductive 
theorizing. 
Identified two mechanisms—data 
pool extension and data pool 
enrichment—that are part of 
information cultivation and explain 
observed evolutions in an SN data 
collection system. Information 
cultivation captures the strategic, 
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(2) What factors 
shape the amount of 
information that can 
be expressed by data 
collected through an 
open, distributed 
network?  
(3) How is the patient 
user base governed to 
select and encourage 
desired behavior? 
semistructured interviews of 
most HQ employees (30-40), 
meeting and work process 
observations, and work 
documents. 
based on critical realist 
framework. 
operative horizon in which the 
daily activities of social media 
systems development take shape. 
Data pool extension: Targets 
semantic context by focusing 
development efforts on increasing 
SN flexibility to adapt to local 
contexts, associated with higher 
engagement levels, and gather 
more data from passive patients 
(increase active population) and 
from already active patients 
(increase data points density). 
Data pool enrichment: Targets user 
engagement level by focusing 
development efforts to cultivate 
information through higher 




The main objective 
was to contribute to 
understanding of e-
government 
collaboration and the 
cocreation and 
codestruction of 
value through IS 
artifacts. 
Embedded case design of a 
single public agency in Sweden 
and two IS-enabled 
collaboration artifacts. Data 
collected through one focus 
group, 14 in-depth, 
semistructured interviews, and 
secondary sources (e.g., 
documents, online forums) 
Mechanisms are objects, 
both physical and social, 
with the capacity for 
behavior that may or 
may not trigger events 
that may or may not be 
observed. 
Researchers discussed mechanisms that 
could potentially explain tendencies in 
the data and considered which were most 
consistent with the empirical 
observations; involved searching for the 
cause—in the weaker sense: the 
antecedents and enablers—of the 
differences between the two artifacts. 
Offered tentative explanations of 
collaboration value cocreation and 
codestruction outcomes based on 
differences in two collaboration 
systems. Mechanisms identified 
include: 
• materiality of one system 
artifact in form of XML 
specification enabling 
autonomous collaboration 
• symbolic collaboration 
emerging from political 
objectives and limited ability 
of target audience to use the 
system and differences in 







framework based on 
a realist social theory 
Retrospective, qualitative case 
study to explain the adoption of 
an ESIM longitudinally over 




in the actual and 
Analyzed four adoption occurrences 
(fragmented, aggregated, integrated, 
infrastructural) of ESIM through 
conditionings, interplay, and outcomes 
Each ESIM adoption occurrence 
explained through situational logics 
of implementors emerging from 
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and the critical realist 
perspective to 
describe and explain 
potential IS/IT 
adoption occurrences 




covering 20 years. Data 
collected through semistructured 
interviews and secondary 
documents.  
empirical domains and 
provide basis for causal 
explanation of observed 
experiences. 
of the morphogenetic cycle. Each 
occurrence is the interplay between 
situational logic and ESIM 
implementer’s stance. Distribution of 
material and ideational resources used as 
indicators of situational logics. Stances 
identified through concerns for 
productivity, product quality, and modes 
of reflexivity. 
existing structures and contextual 
conditions: 
• Fragmented adoption with 
selective adaptation of the 
methodology content due to 
power focused on SAP 
software developers and 
corrective protection logic of 
passive implementers. 
• Aggregated adoption with 
selective adaption of 
methodology through 
horizontal extension of 
content due to communicative 
reflexivity and the logic of 
defensive protection between 
evasive partners. 
• Integrated adoption with 
comprehensive adaptation of 
ESIM through vertical 
extension of methodology due 
to metareflexivity to create 
implementation best-practices 
and exchange-induced 
interactions to improve quality 
in SAP implementations. 
• Infrastructural adoption of 
new ASAP methodology due 
to autonomous reflexivity to 
improve implementation 





How are legislative 
and IT artifacts 




Longitudinal, comparative case 
study of the Police and Crown 
Prosecution System in England 
over a five-year period. Data 
collected through semistructured 
Mechanisms not 
identified explicitly but 
focused on identifying 
causal linkages per 
TMSA (Bhaskar, 1989). 
Organizational routines 
Used causal chaining (Miles & 
Huberman, 1994) to unpack the causal 
linkages between legislative and IT 
artifacts and track interdependent 
process changes. Iterative coding for 
threads, categories, and themes. Utilized 
Causal power attributed to: 
• legislative artifacts based on 
its collective acceptance and 
recognition. 
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interviews, focus groups and 
observations at three sites. 




by multiple agents 
(Feldman & Pentland, 
2003) 
analytical generalizations about how IT 
and legislative artifacts transformed 
routines. 
• IT artifacts due to intrinsic 
form and structure (e.g., 
interface redesigned for two-
way links), enabling them to 











Longitudinal case study of B2B 
financial services provider 
(Biznally) utilizing detailed 
interviews of four senior IT 
managers over a six-year period. 
The “power,” or, 
potential, of a 
functioning system’s 
major entities/objects/ 
factors to precipitate 
events or outcomes. 
Detailed 3 distinct phases of offshore 
vendor relations; applied a 
“morphogenetic analytical lens to … 
uncover organizational mechanisms 
behind each change cycle” (p. 665) 
involving explicit evaluation of 
structural and cultural conditioning, 
sociocultural interactions and structural 
and cultural elaboration. 
Reference to various (cultural) 
mechanisms that influenced 
offshoring relationships. Examples: 
“conflict of logic” arising from 
captive vendor status with mandate 
to complete in open market; use of 
staff supplementation as countering 
mechanism to ambiguity in 
outsource vendor’s role and a 
bridging mechanism to loose 
contracting arrangements with 
subsidiary vendor; Biznally’s 
perceptions of offshore vendor 
relationships (dysfunctional 
perceptions evolving to enabling) 
as “cultural mechanisms” that 












Exploratory, qualitative case 
study of monitoring systems for 
European Social Funds deployed 
in Germany based on fieldwork 
at national and state levels. Data 
collection included nine 
semistructured interviews, two 
focus groups, meetings, and two 
observations. 
Mechanisms are 
enduring entities that 
have tendencies to act in 
particular ways that 
bring about events and 
experiences (per 
Mingers, 2004). 
Iterative coding along axes of structures, 
processes, and outcomes. Applied a 
process of retroduction (not detailed) to 
propose hypothetical mechanisms to 
explain observed outcomes. 
Identified (organizational) routines 
generally and the symbolic role of 
artifacts specifically as generative 
systems. Constitutive rules (rules 
that define institutional activities 
and create the possibility of 
institutional behavior) are the key 
mechanism for the emergence of 
actual routines by granting 
empirical events the ability to 
symbolize something beyond 
themselves (p. 17). 
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Table B1. Use of Structure in Empirical CR Research  




Digital infrastructure [viewed] as the collection of technological and human 
components, networks, systems, and processes that contribute to the 
functioning of an information system. 
Specific step in and primary output of analysis to identify networks of social and 
technical components of structure that were associated with case events. These included 
enterprise service bus, booking systems, IT architects, data center, internet portal, users, 
Amadeus, SOA, business developers, IT staff, marketing department, customers, banking 
systems, mobile portal, vendors, GSM network, Facebook, and crisis team.  
In the case study organization, the decentralized control and loosely coupled architecture 
of the digital infrastructure (p. 915) along with an entrepreneurial, open culture with little 
bureaucratic control (p. 916) were recognized as important conditions of observed 
mechanisms. 
Case survey analyzed context based on types of technical architecture and modes of 
organizational control and associated these influences with configurations of 
mechanisms in generating digital infrastructure evolution outcomes.  
Volkoff & 
Strong (2013) 
Organizations and IT artifacts identified as the key structures involved in IT-
associated organizational change and these structures are assemblages of 
nested structures with emergent causal properties. 
Affordances, as subset of mechanisms, emerge from a structure that is the interaction of 
an IT artifact and a goal-director actor(s). The structural components included various 
users and the parts of the enterprise system used. 
Contextual conditions influencing activation of a focal affordance are other affordances/ 




Structures (of coordination) include formal or informal means of aligning 
interdependent activities, the individuals engaged in this work, the positions 
that these individuals hold within the organization and related to the focal 
effort, the resources available to them to pursue the identified objectives, and 
the policies and rules guiding decision-making. 
Focus of analysis on social structures and changes in these structures associated with 
coordinating efforts at case organization. Analysis identified operating mode and 
composition of coordinating efforts as causally relevant elements of structure.  
Separated contextual influences into inner and outer context. Identified engagement logic 
and coordinating climate as the most influential aspects of context.  
Explicated how elements of structure interacted within contextual environment (inner 




A structure is constituted by a group of component objects, which are 
interrelated in a specific configuration. A structure is an object itself because 
it expresses emergent properties that cannot be reduced to the individual 
components of the structure. Bhaskar and Archer describe structure to include 
“social forms are a necessary condition for any intentional act, (and) that their 
preexistence establishes their autonomy as possible objects of scientific 
investigation.”’ Social structures enable and shape actions, which makes them 
important objects of scientific research. Entities such as a cultural convention, 
technological infrastructure or a law can have a structuring effect on action. 
Structural components (technical and social) relevant to audience making identified as: 
digital telecommunication network, call detail records (CDR), data pool (mass of CDR), 
SIM cards, online forms, call center, reporting software applications, PowerPoint 
presentations, Excel spreadsheets, metrics, members/customers, advertisers, audience 
product, business manager advertising, human operators, senior managers. Core element 
of structure is the data pool defined by three properties: comprehensive, granular and 
unbounded. Utilized elements of structure and their interactions to explain how each 
mechanism emerges from the structure. 
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No explicit definition provided. Did not explicitly include structure or structural elements as part of retroducing 
mechanisms. However, identified multiple structural entities in terms of resources and 
capabilities associated with IS project and portfolio management  including IT 
infrastructure and application development projects,  project/program governance 
structures and processes, IS/IT investment boards, executive, business and IT managers, 
project/program management offices (PMO), enterprise project management systems, 
project management frameworks, project managers, business staff, portfolio models to 
categorize investments, and portfolio matrix. 
Overall context set by prolonged economic recession with focus on understanding 





A part of reality in the domain of the real that includes structures of objects 
and physical, technical, and social elements, which can be decomposed into 
components or combined into assemblages.  
In proposed framework for CR data analysis to identify affordances; includes step to 
identify key entities such as “the objects of the case, for example individuals, 
organizational units, technology and the relationships between them. Together they 
constitute structures, i.e. networks of entities, with causal powers” (p. 7). In the focal 
case, identified entities (actors, organizational units, and objects) for each key event; key 
actors included company managers and specialists, partners, vendors and users; 
organizational units (departments and divisions with associated social structures); and IT 
systems (airline booking system, enterprise service bus, unit websites, banking, and 
mobile services). Also includes step to analyze the interplay of human and technical 
entities associated with key events.  
Contextual influences on activation of affordances captured by the identification of 




Digital infrastructure is a focal structure that includes the network of 
technology, designers, and users operating within a knowledge regime 
(heavyweight and lightweight IT). 
Delineated basic structure and culture between heavyweight and lightweight IT based on 
owners, systems, technology, IT architecture, development culture, and problems. 
Based on context-mechanism-output, specifically analyzed context related to three 






No explicit definition provided. Identified structures across multiple levels from which mechanisms emerge. Central 
government is a structure and creates structures of public service agencies and funding 
programs. The NGO organization in the case is a structure arising from a funding 
program and composed of structural elements, including the board of directors, CEO, 
and various positions and procedures, that creates the structures of a GIS design and the 
rural community targeted social networking application SOCNET.  
Utilized C-M-O configurations to evaluate context of case at levels of government 
regulation, organization, and community. Context, described as the social culture and 
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environment under study, seen as instrumental to understand mechanisms involved with 
broadband adoption. Included descriptions of the population, culture, and location such 
as conservative, self-sufficiency, hardiness, sociability, helpfulness, community spirit, 
highly dispersed population, and difficult communications with a vast, arid, hot 
landscape confronting environmental issues.  
Njihia & 
Merali (2013) 
Structural systems include anything associated with material relations 
between agents, such as institutions, resources, legal and regulatory 
frameworks, government departments, international development and 
financing institutions (IFIs), CSOs, and private companies. Agents comprise 
all stakeholders, such as the project sponsors and owners, consultants, users, 
and any interested or affected parties. Cultural systems include ideas about 
technology and development upon which people, agents, and actors draw. 
(p.886)  
Framed study on morphogenetic analysis of cycles in ICT4D initiatives in Kenya 
focused on structural, agential and cultural stasis and changes. The case structural system 
“broadly corresponded to institutional structures for ICT governance and systems that 
involved material resources more heavily” (p. 889) including public sector ICT4D 





Structures are identified as a component of reality existing in Bhaskar’s 
domain of the real. Structures of interest are the enterprise system (ES) and 
the organization in which it is used along with the relationships between 
them. As types of structures, they identify surface, deep, and physical. 
Analysis of enterprise system misfits focused attention on structures of the ES operating 
within the organizational structure, including surface, deep, physical and, the newly 
defined latent structures. Latent structures related to misfits between ES and organization 
capturing aspects of roles, control, and organizational culture. One of six misfit domains 
included organizational culture dealing with deviations to organizational norms through 






Structures are defined as a complex set of relations between parts with 
properties that enable them to influence the world around them (per Archer). 
Enterprise architecture is the primary structure, segmented multiple layers: strategy, 
resources, process, information and technology. Strategy encompasses the organization's 
business vision, objectives, enablers and performance measures [that] holds strategy-
related elements such as directions, guidance, objectives, the means of delivering these 
objectives and performance KPIs. Resources includes elements such as people, assets, 
organization, and locations. Process involves business processes, business process 
definitions, and metrics. The information layer includes information models and 
information flow. The technology layer includes applications, data models, technical 
reference models, hardware and network. 
Anderson & 
Robey (2017) 
No explicit definition provided. Explicitly studied the relationships between key elements of structure including the IT 
(EpicCare EMR) and different user groups with a focus on objective system features, 




With focus on effective use of IS and affordances, relevant structures from 
which affordances emerge are complex, opaque artifacts and groups of actors 
within an organization.  
Focus of GTM to identify salient elements of structure specific to case context including 
organizational goals, EHR system, specific modules/functions in the EHR, user 
groups/roles/types at multiple organizational levels, patient type, specific care units in 
regional health authority, and government oversight entities. 
Chandwani, 
De, & 
Structures are physical, technical artifacts and social entities, including key 
actors and roles, standard procedures, social relationships, and important 
aspects of context identified as cultural influences. 
Identified key elements of structure and their relationships through explication of four 
dominant themes of telemedicine identified in analysis. Structures included super-
specialists, doctors, teleconsultation coordinators (central and remote), patients, social 
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Dwivedi 
(2018) 
support groups, clinics, telemedicine protocols, telemedicine information and 
communication systems, lab testing equipment, patient records and test results, and 
patient diaries.  
Identified and explicated specific aspects of culture instrumental to identifying 
mechanisms emerging from context-specific structures, including low-resource setting, 
socioeconomic characteristics of patients, infrastructural constraints of remote, rural 
areas, collectivist orientation in society, coexisting systems of medicine, regional 
vernacular language, and cultural diversity. 
Linkages of structure to emergent causal mechanisms unclear. 
Coombs 
(2015) 
No explicit definition provided. Key elements of structure and their relationships identified through explication of 
enablers, inhibitors and business changes, including financial management system 
(FMS), specific FMS modules, government city council, key stakeholders (roles), project 
board, implementation consultant, business case, council departments (accounting, 







[Defined] using the lens of morphogenesis; focused on change/reproduction 
in organizational structures through the interrelationships between agents, 
social and cultural structures in B2B and e-marketplace structures. 
Based on Archer’s morphogenesis, analyzed preexisting structures (situation before e-
marketplaces), key events that took place (production), and forces that led to no or little 
change (reproduction) or significant changes (transformation).  
Specifically addressed cultural environments of case companies and external e-
marketplace participants (e.g., aversion to loss of control, cynicism towards 
technological change, risk-taking/ experimental attitudes, limited technology experience, 
economic or relational reliance on mandating partner, view of procurement as strategic 
enabler, relational power asymmetry). 
Tempini 
(2015) 
No explicit definition provided. Explored structural elements involved with key events identified through observation 
and analysis. Specific effort made to explore elements of the SN technology, 
development initiatives and user experiences with the system. Structure included 
patients, developers, research teams, the SN application, specific application functions 
(e.g., tracking tools), data structures, reports, patient profiles/data, and patient-to-patient 
connections. 
Cultural influence captured through explanations of different interests and motivations of 




Structures identified as consisting of objects, both physical and social, and 
their inherent properties as components of reality existing in Bhaskar’s 
domain of the real. 
Relevant social and material entities associated with IS-enabled collaborations between 
the Swedish Forest Agency (SFA) and various external communities including two 
primary systems, SFA, forest businesses, private forest owners, forest-felling 
applications, case-handlers, end-users, third-party IT vendors, user-interfaces, case 
handling process, application checklist, Forestry Act and Environmental Code, XML 
specification, and Swedish Environmental Protection Agency.  
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Cultural context described through different motivations of actors, e.g., forest businesses 
interested in cost savings and speed, SFA by political influence, multitude of forest 





Structure and culture delineated by distributions of material resources (such 
as wealth, power, or expertise) and ideational resources (such as doctrines, 
theories, or beliefs). 
The configuration of material and ideational resources expresses structural relationships 
between the roles and activities on the institution of the SAP implementation context and 
ideational relationships between ASAP (the SAP ESIM), the implementation process and 
the SAP product. 
Iannacci 
(2014) 
 Within framing of organizational routines, explored the interactions of social and 
technical structures based on Archer’s morphogenesis. These included the IT artifacts 
(case system, secure emails, electronic attachments), legislative artifacts (legislative acts, 
rules, director’s guidance, charging scheme, “threshold test”), roles/positions (directors, 
duty prosecutors, custody officers, police investigators), organization units (prosecution 
service, police departments) and other entities (charging forms, telephones, paper forms). 
Mirani 
(2013) 
Using the lens of morphogenesis, structures defined as entities/objects/factors 
of a system. 
For each phase of offshore outsourcing evolution, identified causally relevant structural 
and cultural elements (based on morphogenetic cycle). Identified structural elements: org 
decentralization, ad hoc processes, systemic inefficiencies, offshore tech center, tight 
specifications, close oversight, competitive bidding, multiple vendor relationships, ad 
hoc vendor arrangements, governance by clause, application management plan, defined 
service levels, standard process interfaces, defined problem severity and code 
requirements.  
Identified cultural elements: comfortable management attitudes due to benign 
competitive environment, economic downturn; vendor relationship principles, ambiguity 
in vendor roles, lack of vendor governance discipline, vendor trust, clearly defined 





Ostensive aspect of routines embodies “structure.” Structures defined as the 
informal institutional structure of the entity under investigation including 
embedded rules, roles, and positions. 
 
Elements of structure included federal and state managing authorities, monitoring 
committees, paying authorities, beneficiary organizations, service and project providers, 
financial and implementation reports, template process handbook, template system (ESF-
Online), ESF program officers, system manager, EU ESF desk officer. 
Explicated context of German implementation of ESF monitoring system including 
influences of federal and state governments, highly regulated environment in which 
monitoring systems implemented, fragmented state approaches to monitoring indicators, 
and on-going standardization efforts. These cultural/contextual elements were integrated 
into analyses of the causal influence of organizational routines. 
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